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Executive Summary

Studies have shown that gardening provides mental and physical health benefits.
History has shown that during times of war and economic hardship, urbanites built
victory gardens to sustain themselves with fresh vegetables. In this thesis I ask: does
gardening provide a net return and if so, how can Providence use community gardens to
promote an economically healthy city?
Previous estimates of the economic benefit of vegetable gardening for individuals
range from $80 to $500 per season. I assess in this research the net economic benefit of a
2008 Providence community garden vegetable plot and compare the findings to two other
kitchen gardens. I also measure public support and I use survey contingent valuation to
compare the actual, monetary harvest value to the publicly perceived monetary value of a
garden plot.
I conclude that community gardens provide a direct fiscal net benefit for
participants as well as for the City, and I recommend the establishment of a Providence
Community Gardens Network to lead the construction of new gardens. The harvest
research finds that a Providence garden plot has an average monetary net value of $100
while the net value could reach up to $200. If a community garden has 100 plots, its net
monetary value reaches up to $20,000 per season or $400,000 over twenty years. In
addition to the direct net benefit to participants, the survey research shows that a
community garden provides a median publicly perceived monetary value of $35 per
garden plot and the most common response of $50 per garden plot. Again, assuming 100
plots, a community garden can thus provide up to $5,000 per year or up to $100,000 over
twenty years. In addition to the monetary value of community gardens, they provide the
City of Providence with deferred medical costs, increased property values, and low-cost
green space.
My thesis research also assesses the public demand for more community gardens,
finding strong support and an unmet need. To respond to this, I recommend that
Providence and Southside Community Land Trust spearhead the development of a
citywide Community Gardens Network whose role will be to identify neighborhood
support and suitable garden locations, and to lead the building of community gardens
through innovative and sustainable financial strategies.

viii

Sustainable urban agriculture is an essential tool that addresses a city’s problems in innovative ways. Environmental
stewardship is enhanced through urban agriculture’s efforts to green cities. Purchasing food that is locally grown
decreases energy needs and costs associated with long distance travel and refrigeration. Economic development and
community revitalization are achieved when neighborhoods take pride in a community garden, when inner-city
residents gain the ability to grow and market their own food, and when inner-city farmers’ markets provide new
opportunities for entrepreneurs and commercial farmers. Individual health and a sense of empowerment are enhanced
when urban dwellers have access to and greater control over their own food system. The city’s residents can benefit
from cleaner air, lower summer temperatures and recycled wastewater and trash. Urban farming takes into account
the real cost of food and the real benefits from a local and regional food system.
– The Community Food Security Coalition’s North American Urban Agriculture Committee.
(2003). Urban Agriculture and Community Food Security in the United States: Farming from the
City Center to the Urban Fringe. Oct pg 3

I. Introduction

Urban agriculture is flourishing in popular conversation with its appearances in
recent media. Virtually every week of the summer of 2008, newspapers reported the
record sales of vegetable seeds,1 the proliferation of community gardening,2 and the
economic benefits of growing one’s own food.3 Before vegetable gardening became
popular due to rising fuel and food prices, academic and scholarly research assessed the
health and social benefits of access to green space.4 And even today, vegetable gardening
is on the minds and tongues of people from Hollywood to the White House with the
Oscar-nominated documentary, The Garden (Scott Michael Kennedy), and the
construction of the First Family’s garden.

1

Horovitz, Bruce. (2009). Recession grows interest in seeds, vegetable gardening. USA Today. Feb. 20 Money section.

2
Fenwick, Alexandra. (2008). Community gardens sprouting up as food prices rise. Boston Globe. Jun 30. Local, The
Advocate of Stamford, CT.
3

Burros, Marian. (2008). Banking on Gardening. The New York Times. Jun 11. Dining & Wine.

4

Health Council of the Netherlands and Dutch Advisory Council for Research on Spatial Planning, Nature and the
Environment. Nature and Health. The influence of nature on social, psychological and physical well-being. The Hague:
Health Council of the Netherlands and RMNO, 2004; publication no. 2004/09E; RMNO publication nr A02ae.
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Assuming community gardens have health and social benefits, and in searching
for the most effective way to create urban centers that incorporate nature, the following
paper begins with the premise that the most successful environmental and social ventures
are financially sustainable. Thus I ask: does gardening provide a net return and if so,
how can Providence use community gardens to promote an economically healthy city?
In this thesis, I argue that Providence and individuals do indeed benefit economically
from community gardens, and financial sustainability can be achieved through innovative
financing strategies and by creating a strong, centralized Providence gardens network to
implement these strategies.
Studies have shown that access to green space is a medicinal and social boon in a
number of different ways. Ulrich (1984) reported that postoperative patients with a view
of a natural setting had a faster recovery than patients without a view of a natural setting.5
S. Kaplan (1995) found that children with Attention Deficit Disorder who were exposed
to green spaces had a higher level of attentional functioning than similarly diagnosed
children not exposed to green spaces.6 Taylor and Kuo (2001) found that contact with
nature reduced mental fatigue and aggression in urban youth.7 And according to Takano
(2002), the longevity of the elderly was affected by both access to walkable green streets
and spaces near a residence and by having a positive opinion of his or her community.8

5

Ulrich, R.S. (1984).View through a window may influence recovery from surgery. Science. (224) 4647: 420-421.

6

Kaplan, S. (1995). The Restorative Benefits of Nature: Toward and Integrative Framework. Journal of Environmental
Psychology. 15: 169-182.
7

Taylor, Andrea Faber; Kuo, Frances E.; Sullivan, William C. (2001). Views of Nature and Self-Discipline: Evidence
from Inner City Children. Journal of Environmental Psychology. 22: 49-63.

8

Takano, T.; Nakamura, K.; Watanabe, M. (2002). Urban residential environments and senior citizens' longevity in
megacity areas: the importance of walkable green spaces. Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health. 56 (12):
913–918.
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As for gardening in particular, Blair (2009) performed a meta analysis of school
gardening programs in which she concluded that “school gardening can improve
students’ test scores and school behavior.”9 Moreover, a Toronto-based study by
Wakefield et al. (2007) concluded that community gardens not only provide the health
benefits of green space due to improved nutrition and access to culturally appropriate
foods, but are also cost effective and provide social support. However, the Wakefield
study was primarily qualitative and it noted that, “community gardens are not an adequate
substitute for social programmes that provide a sufficient income to purchase food.”10
Keeping this in mind, one part of my research is the quantitative extent to which
community gardens are economically cost effective for the individual. I also perform a
cost-benefit analysis of building community gardens as it may affect the City of
Providence or a potential Gardens Network in my final recommendations.
While the above studies have demonstrated the social and health benefits of green
space and gardening for the individual, research has also been done on the relationship
between green space or gardening and property values. Crompton (2001) investigated
twenty-five studies that sought to identify the relationship between parks and property
value and found that in at least 80% of studies, property value increases with proximity to
a park or open space.11 Voicu and Been (2008) recently demonstrated in New York City
that community gardens have a significant positive effect, especially in the poorest

9
Blair, Dorothy. (2009). The Child in the Garden: An Evaluative Review of the Benefits of School Gardening. The
Journal of Environmental Education. 40 (2): 15-38.
10
Wakefield, Sarah; Yeudall, Fiona; Taron, Carolin; Reynolds, Jennifer; Skinner, Ana. (2007). Growing urban health:
Community gardening in South-East Toronto. Health Promotion International. 22 (2): 92-102.
11

Crompton, John L. (2001). The Impact of Parks on Property Values: A Review of the Empirical Evidence. Journal of
Leisure Research. 33 (1): 1-31.
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neighborhoods with the greatest positive impact coming from high-quality gardens.12
And Bolitzer and Netusil (2000) showed that, depending on the number of homes, the
local tax structure, the green space amenities and size, green spaces raise neighboring
property values. And since this could contribute to an increase in tax revenue for the city,
they recommended an open-space self-financing with the use of this revenue by offsetting
the cost of purchasing, developing and maintaining open spaces.13 I come back to this
idea of self-financing in the final Section V of my thesis to illustrate how Providence can
create an economically sustainable and individually beneficial community garden system.
Given the health and social benefits of gardening, and a city’s need to attract
residents and business, the design of public gardening spaces in neighborhoods of highdensity and low rates of home-ownership encourages a generally healthy population;
where backyard gardens are not possible, community gardening provides a form of
physical and psychological preventative medicine. While accounts have indicated that
vegetable gardening also has economic benefits for the gardener, there are variations of
estimates regarding how much a community garden plot can give a gardener in return.
The Providence Urban Agriculture Task Force estimated the annual monetary value of a
10 ft x10 ft garden plot at $8014, while the Providence-based Southside Community Land
Trust (SCLT) estimated a plot at $17515. On the other side of the country, Bill Maynard,
Vice President of the American Community Gardening Association based in Sacramento,

12

Voicu, Ioan; Been, Vicki. The Effect of Community Gardens on Neighboring Property Values. Real Estate
Economics. 36(2): 241-283.

13

Bolitzer, B.; Netusil, N.R. (2000). The impact of open spaces on property values in Portland, Oregon. Journal of
Environmental Management. 59: 185-193.
14

Greene, Rachel Newman. (ed.) (2007). “Urban Agriculture in Providence: Growing our community by growing good
food.” Urban Agriculture Task Force, pamphlet.
15

Brown, Katherine. (2008). “Growing Economic Hopefulness.” Southside Green. Spring p 1.
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California, estimated an active gardener’s plot at $400 to even $500 per year.16
Meanwhile, dubious extremes remain, like The $64 Tomato17 and the 12,500% return on
an investment in Burpee tomato seeds.18
To clarify these discrepancies, I study community gardens in Providence to
elucidate their net economic benefit using a community garden’s harvest accounting.
The study also seeks to understand the monetary value gardens hold in the minds of their
gardeners and potential gardeners, and to assess the public desirability of community
gardens using self-administered contingent valuation survey questionnaires. Drawing on
the present efforts and plans of the City and its collaborating organizations, as well as the
results of the accounting and survey research, I determine the cost of building a
community garden and I provide recommendations to Providence and partner
organizations for a strategic plan emphasizing the creation of a gardens network and an
aggressive citywide garden expansion that will proactively meet the needs of its citizens
while remaining fiscally sustainable.

16

Maynard, Bill. (2008). Sacramento Area Community Garden Coalition; American Community Gardening
Association. Email exchange on Jul 14.
17

Alexander, William. (2006). The $64 Tomato. Algonquin Books

18

Ball, George. (2009). Grow your investment. Providence Journal. Mar 10.
http://www.projo.com/opinion/contributors/content/CT_gardens10_03-10-09_JODI6T9_v15.3e678f2.html
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II. Background

With a renewed interest in growing food, Rhode Island’s own rich gardening past
is being rediscovered.19 Zurier (2009) writes that during King Philip’s War (1675-1676),
European colonists fled the mainland for Aquidneck (a.k.a. Rhode Island) and farmed the
whole island; “‘War gardens’ were imperative.”20 In 1917, Rhode Island saw the growth
of Governor’s mill village garden contests, school, factory, demonstration, community,
and vacant lot gardens, and individual citizens planting “pocket-edition” gardens in their
own backyards.21 And from 1943 to 1945, Kingston neighbors organized a victory
garden with the help of a local RI State College professor and several local property
owners.22
Providence continues to recognize the worth of gardening even today. In January
2007, the City had eighteen community gardens, twelve of which were managed by the
Southside Community Land Trust (see Figure 1). Because the original mission of SCLT
was to convert vacant lots and make growing nutritious foods available to the lowincome, agrarian immigrants of South Providence,23 the majority of the City’s
community gardens are located in the Olneyville, Federal Hill, West End, Upper and

19

Zurier, Sarah. (2009). Green Zone Blog. http://greenzonegarden.wordpress.com

20
Zurier, Sarah. (2008). Wartime Gardens in RI: King Philip’s War. Green Zone. Oct 13.
http://greenzonegarden.wordpress.com/page/3/
21

Zurier, Sarah. (2008). Getting “busy in an agricultural way”. Green Zone. Nov 10.
http://greenzonegarden.wordpress.com/page/2/
22

Zurier, Sarah. (2009). Kingston Squares. Green Zone. Mar 24. http://greenzonegarden.wordpress.com/

23

Southside Community Land Trust. About the Land Trust: History. http://www.southsideclt.org/about/history.php
(accessed Feb 24, 2009).
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Lower South Providence, and Elmwood neighborhoods. SCLT’s mission today states:
“Southside Community Land Trust provides access to land, education and other resources
so people in Greater Providence can grow food in environmentally sustainable ways and
create community food systems where locally produced, affordable, and healthy food is
available to all.”24 As their Development Director Allison Abramson stated, SCLT now
has a long-standing partnership with the City to promote community gardening
throughout Providence.25

24

Southside Community Land Trust. About the Land Trust: Mission Statement.
http://www.southsideclt.org/about/mission.php (accessed Feb 24, 2009).
25

Abramson, Allison. (2009). Conversation at Farm Fresh Rhode Island Local Food Forum. Feb 4.

7

Figure 1. Current Providence Community Gardens

8

While most community gardens are located in the southwest neighborhoods of
Providence, recent northeast neighborhood charrettes, conducted by the City of
Providence Department of Planning and Development, also reveal a public support for
community gardens.26 As shown in Table 1, residents of the Mount Hope, Hope, and
Blackstone neighborhoods would like to improve Lippitt Park by turning its central, nonfunctioning fountain into a garden and designating areas throughout the three
neighborhoods for community gardens and green space where possible. They proposed
more park stewardship programs, such as “Friends of…” groups, to help maintain these
public spaces, and community-school partnerships to encourage gardening within the
school curriculum.

26

Cicilline, David; Deller, Thomas. (2007). Mount Hope, Hope & Blackstone Neighborhood Plan. Providence
Tomorrow. pg 29

9

Table 1. Mount Hope, Hope & Blackstone Neighborhood Garden Initiatives

More than simply an interest in community gardens, Providencians appear to be
demanding more space for gardening, as shown in Table 2. For example, the Sessions
Street Community Garden recently expanded from 29 plots to 55 plots since they
previously had a 30-person waitlist. Now, with 26 new plots their waitlist has gone down
to four.27 Most community gardens in the City have waitlists and SCLT receives calls
regularly from individuals interested in locating an open garden plot. In fact, SCLT
received so many of these phone calls that they recently obtained a USDA grant to hire a

27

Lacouture, Katie. (2009). Email exchange about Sessions Street Community Garden plot numbers and waitlist
numbers. Apr 14 & 19.
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community gardens network coordinator in order to deal with the demand.

Table 2. East Side Demand Via Waitlist28
Community Garden
UEL
Mt. Hope
Fox Point
Sessions Street (expanded)

Number of Plots
28
10
102
29 (55)

Waitlist
5 people
4 people
25 people
30 (4) people

Erika Rumbley, new Gardens Network Coordinator for SCLT, recently conducted
Providence community garden leader surveys across the city to gather information about
the access to and the need for community garden plots. She reports the building of three
new SCLT gardens at Glenham Street, Janes Street, and Early Street, for an estimated
citywide total of 600 plots with at least 40 potential gardeners on non-SCLT waitlists and
extensive waitlists for all SCLT gardens.29 Moreover, waitlists are already forming for
the three SCLT gardens that have not yet been built. These numbers and accounts prove
that community vegetable gardening is a popular hobby across the entire city and that
Providence needs more gardens to satisfy the public demand.
Along with SCLT, the City’s Parks Department is also involved with community
gardens, having built three on the East Side: Fox Point/Gano Street, Billy Taylor/Mt.
Hope, Sessions Street/Jewish Community Center,30 and one in Olneyville’s Riverside
Park. The Parks Department hires a yearly community garden manager for the 102-plot
Fox Point Community Garden to assign the plots to those who would like one for a $25

28

East Side Community Garden Leaders (2009). Rochambeau Library meeting. Apr 14.

29

Rumbley, Erika. (2009). Email exchange about survey results and SCLT plans. Apr 17.

30

Gardens may have more than one name due to the diversity of user groups.
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fee. This fee pays for the garden manager as well as garden maintenance. The garden
manager acts as liaison, organizes clean-up days, and maintains the common areas of the
garden. Similarly, the SCLT community gardens are overseen by Liza Sutton,
Community Gardens Coordinator for the Land Trust, though, as she coordinates all
twelve community gardens, there may be unofficial managerial roles within each of the
SCLT gardens.
One area of immediate interest to the Parks Department is Summit, which
straddles the Hope and Blackstone neighborhoods, close to Pawtucket. The Providence
Parks Department “has set a goal of opening one community garden each year over the
next three years, thereby doubling the current number of gardens,”31 and the Summit area
may be a candidate for the next community garden. In the 2008 publication, Greenprint:
Providence, the City commits to expanding “the community garden program by
identifying non-taxable vacant land where community gardens could be located. For
example, Rhode Island Department of Transportation has land in various parts of the city
that potentially could be used for a community garden. The city will shoulder part of the
cost – including irrigation and fencing.”32 When preliminary research for this study
began in early 2008, Bob McMahon, Superintendent of the Parks Department, anticipated
residential support for a garden in Summit’s Lippitt Park from his past experiences. The
results of my survey show overwhelming community demand for the Parks’ tentative
proposal of a garden in Lippitt Park.

31

Cicilline, David N.; Bliss, Garry; Soursourian, Matthew. (eds.) (2008). “GreenPrint: Providence”. p 23.
http://providenceri.com/greenprint

32

ibid
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Finally, one of Providence’s current community gardens, owned by and
maintained through Brown University, is located on the Brown campus at the Urban
Environmental Lab (UEL) at 135 Angell Street. The harvest accounting component of
the present research focused on the UEL garden, originally built in 1984, but demolished
in order to build a pedestrian walk. While the UEL was supposed to be demolished as
well, the plans were put on hold, providing the opportunity for the community garden to
be rebuilt, although off to a late planting in May 2008. Thus, the opportunity presented
itself not only to re-build a community garden that serves students, faculty, staff, and
community members, but also to ask the incoming gardeners to participate in this study.

III. Methodology

The following study combined two approaches to tackle the question of net
economic return of gardens. The community garden harvest accounting was performed
with the volunteer efforts of the UEL gardeners, a digital scale, and record-keeping
notebooks, while the contingent valuation survey questionnaires were distributed to a
random sample of Providence addresses with self-addressed and stamped return
envelopes. The results of these approaches were then applied to assess the economic
implications of community gardens citywide.

13

A. Harvest Accounting

The harvest of a garden plot will range depending on the produce grown, the
weather, the richness of the soil, as well as the skill of the gardener. Furthermore, climate
is a major factor, as seen when comparing east and west coast United States estimates.
According to a recent publication by the Providence Urban Agriculture Task Force, “a 10
ft by 10 ft family garden plot provides a Providence family with at least $80.00 worth of
food over the course of a summer.”33 Meanwhile, Maynard estimated in July of 2008
that one plot could be worth $400.34 He explained,
As our growing season is year round out here [in Sacramento, California], we can produce quite a
lot in a year’s time. For example, just one tomato plant - medium size tomatoes could easily
produce 20 lbs of tomatoes. These organic tomatoes if purchased at a store could cost $2 to $3 per
pound or $40 to $60 per plant! Most of our gardeners have 4 to 6 plants or $160 to $360 just in
tomatoes alone for about 1/2 of our growing season! Then figure in other crops like beans, chard,
cucumbers, squash and winter crops of garlic, fava beans, carrots, or broccoli... Easily one could
grow $400 worth per year (at least in California and other mild temperate zones). With the gas
prices on the rise and with the recent tomato scare, we have seen prices rise so our $400 estimate
would rise accordingly possibly to $500 per plot.

The UEL harvest account should be treated as a case study for Providence.
Community gardens even within the limited climatic variation of a city boundary will
vary according to soil health, social organization, gardener commitment and gardener
experience. Nevertheless, this case study measured the actual value of a community
garden, which, as it turned out, was comparable to northeast U.S. estimates. The UEL
case study also provides a net as well as a gross value of its harvest, while the Providence

33
Greene, Rachel Newman. (ed.) (2007). “Urban Agriculture in Providence: Growing our community by growing good
food.” Urban Agriculture Task Force, pamphlet.
34

Maynard, Bill. (2008). Sacramento Area Community Garden Coalition; American Community Gardening
Association. Email exchange on Jul 14.
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Urban Agriculture Task Force and the American Community Gardening Association
estimates are only gross estimates.
In May, at the (late) start of the growing season, all the UEL community
gardeners were asked to participate in this single-season study. Plots were assigned and
many shared. While the gardeners to all twenty-eight plots agreed to weigh and record
their harvested produce, only nineteen plots were included in the final analysis because
nine plots did not submit their information. Approximately seventeen gardeners
contributed to this study – three of whom were the garden coordinators that monitored
and harvested from the communal beds in addition to their own. Friends of gardeners
who knew of this study also regularly picked and weighed vegetables to contribute. Each
gardener was provided a notebook and a pencil, a monthly email with an Excel
spreadsheet as reminder to record regularly, and a digital scale that was accessible to all,
located inside the tool shed on the garden premises. Periodic reminders to weigh and
record harvests, monthly potluck meetings, and encounters in the garden helped ensure
community gardener participation. Along with the weights of vegetables harvested and
bunches of herbs picked, gardeners were asked to record their distance traveled from
home to the garden, their cost of transportation, the cost of plants and seeds purchased, as
well as any other garden expenses accrued. Furthermore, my own mother, MarieChristine Zolcinski Couët, also agreed to record her expenses and harvest during the 2008
season and contributed to this thesis research.
In order to assign the UEL garden an economic value, the harvest weights of each
vegetable were paired with their respective retail prices for inter-price comparisons. This
study used the average prices from the observations of Christie Moulton, market manager

15

(at the time) of the Broad Street Farmer’s Market; the pricing sheet of a Providence-based
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) cooperative; the non-organic produce
estimates from a phone conversation with a Rhode Island farmer; as well as the Mainebased average farmer’s market and Whole Foods pricings according to Roger Doiron,
founder of Kitchen Gardeners International. Doiron in 2008 performed his own harvest
accounting experiment, similar to mine. The names of the local price sources are not
disclosed in order to protect the privacy of local farmers.
The UEL harvest and economic value was compared to the Doiron harvest and
the Marie-Christine Couët harvest, as all three experiments evaluated garden capability
and net monetary value. The Couët study occurred in Belmont, Massachusetts, the
Doiron study in Scarborough, Maine, and the UEL study in Providence, Rhode Island.

B. Survey

The second part of this research made use of a survey model called contingent
valuation. As defined in Appendix A., contingent valuation is a stated preference, utilitybased model for identifying the value of a non-market good. In order to employ both a
Willingness To Pay (WTP) and a Willingness To Accept (WTA) question, two versions
of the questionnaire were distributed. About ten Mt. Hope Community Gardeners, about
fifteen Summit Neighborhood Association members, five Fox Point Community
Gardeners, and a handful of Brown students and faculty answered the questionnaire
before it was officially released. These test populations provided comments that made it
clear that one questionnaire with both a WTP and a WTA question was confusing

16

because WTP and WTA seek the same answer but are phrased differently. The
questionnaires not only asked the respondent to state his or her monetary preference for a
community garden plot, but also his or her city planning preferences, his or her gardening
preferences, and general demographic questions. If the questionnaire was sent to the
Summit neighborhood, it also included a question about the respondent’s preference for
or against a community garden in Lippitt Park:

The Providence Parks Department is thinking of building a 50’x100’ (~ size of
a tennis court) community garden in a sunny part of Lippitt Park (northern
end of Blackstone Blvd). The Parks Department would pay to bring water, to
build the garden beds and to build a fence around it. Do you think the Parks
Department should build a community garden in Lippitt Park?
Please circle one:

Yes

No

Please explain:

Is there a better place to put a community garden?

The survey was sent to 500 homes in Providence, as well as to Providence
Community Garden email listservs for an estimated 180 gardeners. Of the 500 original
mailings, 34 were retuned unopened, usually due to a vacancy and 60 were returned
completed, making the return rate 13%. A total of 56 web-based questionnaires were
completed through the public survey website, www.surveymonkey.com for an estimated
31% return rate.
The email addresses for the web-based questionnaires were reached through eight
Providence and Pawtucket community garden coordinators and individuals with access to
community gardeners. The mail addresses were acquired and spatially sampled by Jim
Lucht of the Providence Plan using the 2006 GIS parcel data available through RIGIS.
Mr. Lucht ensured a spatially uniform distribution across the City for 250 surveys and a
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spatially uniform distribution within one mile of Lippitt Park in the Summit
neighborhood for the other 250 surveys to assess the support of a community garden in
Lippitt Park. A copy of the questionnaire, translated into Spanish, was included with
every English questionnaire mailed, and one Spanish version of the questionnaire was
returned completed.

IV. Results & Discussion
A. Harvest Accounting

As noted earlier, different gardens yield different harvests. This thesis monitored
the UEL garden harvest and the amount that gardeners spent on gardening materials to
calculate the monetary value of the UEL community garden. Though the practice of
garden accounting is uncommon, as many gardeners simply enjoy the activity for its own
sake, the UEL case study was compared to two other case studies performed
independently in the northeast U.S.
The UEL garden, from July 2008 to November 2008, produced a total of 684
pounds of vegetables, 412 pounds of which were tomatoes. (See Table 5) Visits to the
community gardens of Providence (not including the Southside Community Land Trust
gardens) showed that tomatoes and basil are the two most common plants grown in
community gardens, and two of the most valuable crops for the UEL garden. The harvest
reflected average gardening technique and skill level and the dollar value likely indicates
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average economic return. Had the UEL been populated solely of highly skilled gardeners
maximizing their economic profit, the harvest dollar value may have been higher.
Furthermore, since vegetable prices fluctuate weekly, several price sources were
used. The three Rhode Island price sources came from the Broad Street farmers’ market
inventory performed on September 17th, 2008, the Rhode Island-based Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) cooperative listing of prices on September 8th, 2008, and
the Rhode Island farmer’s non-organic price estimates on February 9th, 2009. The two
Scarborough, Maine price sources were from kitchen gardener, Roger Doiron, who
published his harvest accounting study in early March of 2009 in that month’s Kitchen
Gardeners International Newsletter. He shared the average prices of a farmer’s market in
his region as well as the average Whole Foods prices.
More than simply using the Doiron price estimates to assign an economic value to
the UEL harvest, I compared the production at the UEL to his garden’s production and to
the production of the Couët kitchen garden in Belmont, Massachusetts. Mrs. Couët
followed the same accounting format as the UEL study. Depending on the price source,
the UEL tomato crop alone was worth between $1,000 and $1,600, while the UEL herbs,
which included basil among others, were worth $100 to $230.
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Table 3. UEL Gardener Costs
Gardener

Cost $

A

17

B

10

C

3

D

197

E

15

F

50

G

35

H

20

I

44

J

25

Mean

42

Median

20

*Garden construction costs discussed in Part V

Table 4. UEL Gardener Travel
Gardener

Distance Home
(Miles)

Travel Cost $

No. Garden
Visits/wk

1

1.5

0

2

2

1

0

1

3

20

0

2.5

4

0

0

2

5

1.5

0

1

6

1.5

0

1

7

0.1

0

2

8

2

0

4.5

9

3

1

1.5

Mean

3.4

0

1.9

Median

1.5

0

2
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Table 5. UEL Harvest Summary
UEL Community
Garden
Vegetable
tomato
beans
peas

RI Farmers’
Market

RI CSA

ME Farmers’
Market

RI Farm
Price/lb

Whole Foods

Pounds

Price/lb

Worth$

Price/lb

Worth$

Worth$

Price/lb

Worth$

Price/lb

Worth$

411.89

3.50

1441.63

3.25

1338.65

2.63

1083.28

3.32

1367.49

3.99

1643.46

39.14

3.00

117.42

6.00

234.84

2.73

106.85

2.97

116.24

1.99

77.89

3.66

20.22

3.36

18.56

3.99

22.04

1.25

102.36

2.50

204.72

2.75

225.20

3.50

286.61

1.99

162.96

64.37

1.70

86.85

2.00

102.17

5.53

eggplant

81.89

cucumber

51.09

2.00

102.17

0.63

5.19

9.00

46.69

1.25

6.48

9.80

50.84

12.77

66.24

11.44

5.00

57.18

4.00

45.75

2.31

26.42

4.98

56.95

3.50

18.15

1.75

9.07

4.18

21.67

3.99

20.69

0.35

2.32

1.80

11.93

2.98

19.75

8.00

1.90

1.38

2.76

2.00

34.35

1.23

21.13

2.00

34.35

1.99

34.18

3.00

54.51

0.89

16.17

1.95

35.43

1.64

29.80

6.00

39.91

2.00

13.30

4.70

31.26

2.49

16.56

0.73

5.81

1.54

12.27

0.99

7.89

3.00

20.57

0.75

5.14

1.25

3.75

lettuce
kale
pepper

5.19

3.00

15.56

radish

6.63

1.00

6.63

arugula

0.24

carrots

17.18

onion

18.17

chard

6.65

cabbage

7.97

tomatillo

6.86

fennel

2.16

beets

0.03

leek

0.98

zucchini

3.20

huckleberries

0.35

melon

2.60

herbs

11.44

corn (ears)

12

1.50

25.76

2.50

16.63

2.50

19.99

8.00

228.69

0.70

0.02

6.00

5.88

0.75

9.00

3.29

3.22

2.49

2.44

2.00

6.40

1.75

5.60

2.06

6.59

2.49

7.97

4.00

10.40

1.63

4.24

1.19

3.09

1.99

5.17

15.99

182.93

11.50

131.56

8.52

97.47

11.96

136.82

4.50/dozen

4.50
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Table 6. UEL range of worth
UEL Community Garden

RI F.M.

Number of plots

28

Plots monitored

19

Plot area (1 plot)
Growing area (all plots)
Growing area
monitored

RI CSA

RI Farm

ME F.M.

W.F.

53 ft2
1,503 ft2
1,007 ft2

2

Worth/ft /season (gross)
Worth/plot/season
(gross)

Worth/garden/season
(gross)

Worth/plot/season (net)

$1.95

$2.34

$1.77

$2.19

$2.40

$103.30

$124.17

$94.03

$116.33

$127.00

$2,892.35

$3,476.79

$2,632.78

$3,257.29

$3,555.99

$83.30

$104.17

$92.03

$96.33

$107.00

F.M. = Farmers’ Market; W.F. = Whole Foods

Extrapolating from the UEL harvest to the whole community garden and
incorporating the median garden expense,35 an average 3.5 by 15 foot plot for the 2008
season was worth approximately $100. One point to remember is the late start due to
Brown University construction; plants can be in the ground as early as April, but were
only planted in late May and early June. A second point is that the 2008 season may not
be indicative of a plot’s full potential. Mid summer saw a few bouts of hail on the garden
and on January 11th, 2009, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced that, “high
winds and excessive rains in July and August have qualified Rhode Island farmers for
natural disaster benefits.”36 The USDA stated that qualifying Rhode Island farmers can
apply until August 2009 for loans to help cover their loses. If Rhode Island is designated
as a primary natural disaster area, and eastern Massachusetts received a similar

35
Median expense was used rather than mean because the expense of Gardener “D” was on the cusp of being an outlier
in the set of UEL gardener expenses (see Table 3), depending on the use of the Standard Deviation (57) or the Absolute
Deviation (33).
36

Naylor, Donita. (2009). Summer storms qualify R.I. farmers for disaster aid. Providence Journal. Jan 9.
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designation,37 Providence community garden harvests, also hit with hail, may have been
affected as well.
Roger Doiron, “founder and director of Kitchen Gardeners International (KGI), a
[Scarborough] Maine-based nonprofit network of over 10,000 individuals from 100
countries who are taking a (dirty) hands-on approach to relocalizing the food supply,”38
contributed to the KGI March 2009 Newsletter by sharing his harvest accounting efforts
for the 2008 season. He and his wife, Jacqueline, estimated a net harvest of $2,000 to
$2,300 for their 1600 square foot garden, depending on where they might have shopped
for vegetables if they had not grown them. (See Table 7) Though the original cost of
building the garden was not included in their estimates, the yearly cost of supplies, soil
testing, compost, and water was included.

37

Kinsella, Jim. (2008). Feds approve disaster relief for Cape, Plymouth, other Massachusetts farmers. Cape Cod
Today. Dec. 10. http://www.capecodtoday.com/blogs/index.php/2008/12/10/feds-approve-disaster-relief-forplymout?blog=53.
38

Kitchen Gardeners International. About Roger Doiron.
http://www.kitchengardeners.org/2005/10/about_roger_doiron.html (accessed Mar 3, 2009).
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Table 7. Doiron 2008 Harvest Accounting

If divided into UEL community garden-sized plots, the Doiron garden could have
supported thirty at a net $60 to $80 per garden plot (spending about $10 per plot on
supplies). Roger and Jacqueline and their three sons began recording on May 10th, 2008
and ended on February 15th, 2009, though salad greens were harvested prior May 10th.
They harvested and recorded a total of 834 pounds, 158 of which were tomatoes; their
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most valuable crop. Roger wrote that, throughout the season, there were “countless
snacks of strawberries, beans, peas, and tomatoes that never made it as far as our kitchen
scale. There were also things we forgot to weigh like several pounds of grapes, which
turned into about 12 jars of jam.”39 He continued with, “the cost of our labor is not
included because we enjoy gardening and the physical work involved. If I am to include
my labor costs, I feel I should also include the gym membership fees, country club dues,
or doctors’ bills I didn’t have.”40
On a much smaller scale was Marie-Christine Couët’s kitchen garden: brand new
and sized at approximately 100 square feet. Living in Belmont, Massachusetts, an hour
north of Providence, she agreed to monitor her garden activity in a similar fashion to the
UEL gardeners, listing her expenses, her time gardening, and her harvest. Her records
indicate that for 75 and a half hours and $140, one can build a 10 ft by 10 ft in-ground
garden to grow nearly 110 pounds of vegetables and almost 50 bunches of herbs. (See
Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10)

39

Doiron, Roger. (2009). KGI News: March, Dear Kitchen Gardener. Kitchen Gardeners International.

40

ibid
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Table 8. Couët Gardening Hours
Week of

Description

May

Hours

Removing grass

(Prep work for veg garden)

6

Putting border in

6

Preparing beds

2

Planting Vegs

2

Planting Flowers
8-Jun

3

General

12

15-Jun
22-Jun

Weeding

3

29-Jun

Petting with love

5

6-Jul

vacation

13-Jul

Watering +Maintenance

2.5

0

20-Jul

Watering +Maintenance

2.5

27-Jul

Watering +Maintenance

2.5

3-Aug

Watering +Maintenance

2.5

10-Aug

Watering +Maintenance

2.5

17-Aug

Watering +Maintenance

2.5

24-Aug

Watering +Maintenance

2.5

31-Aug

vacation

7-Sep

Maintenance

0
2

14-Sep

Maintenance

2

21-Sep

Maintenance

2

28-Sep

Maintenance

2

5-Oct

Maintenance

2

12-Oct

Maintenance

2

19-Oct

Maintenance

2

26-Oct

Maintenance

2

2-Nov

Winterizing

2

9-Nov

Winterizing

1

TOTAL

75.5

Table 9. Couët Costs
Item

Cost $

Seeds

1.29

Vegetable plants

13.10

Soil

5.97

Tomato cages

41.08

Edging to build bed

57.85

Potting mix

8.52

Fence for cucumbers

11.88

TOTAL

139.69
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Table 10. Couët 2008 Harvest Accounting
Week
Rhubarb

Harvest (in pounds, except for herbs)
Yellow
Peppers
Cucumbers
Tomatoes
beans

12

Jun to mid-Jul

14-Jul

Herbs
(bunches)

1.00

21-Jul

2
0.25

4.25

2

28-Jul

2.13

1.50

0.75

2

4-Aug

8.00

4.25

0.75

2

4.25

3.25

11-Aug
18-Aug

0.25

25-Aug
1-Sep
8-Sep

2

5.00

2.25

15-Sep

3.75

5.00

8
1.00

3.00

18.20

0.75

2

1.00

1.75

0.75

2

0.75

7.25

0.25

22-Sep

2

6-Oct

1.00
1.50

19.00

1.75

0.81

20-Oct

0.50

5

0.06

2

0.81

2

27-Oct

2

3-Nov
TOTAL

6
2

29-Sep
13-Oct

2

2
4.75

3.25

27.94

27

66.01

4.81
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Table 11. Couët 2008 Garden Worth
Couët Kitchen
Garden
Vegetable
tomato
beans
cucumber

RI Farmers’
Market

RI CSA

Pounds

Price/lb

Worth$

Price/lb

Worth$

66.01

3.50

231.04

3.25

214.53

4.81

3.00

14.43

6.00

28.86

2.00

55.88

27.94

ME Farmers’
Market

RI Farm
Price/lb

Whole Foods

Worth$

Price/lb

Worth$

Price/lb

Worth$

2.63

173.61

3.32

219.15

3.99

263.38

2.73

13.13

2.97

14.29

1.99

9.57

0.63

17.60

1.70

47.50

2.00

55.88

pepper

3.25

3.00

9.75

3.50

11.38

1.75

5.69

4.18

13.59

3.99

12.97

rhubarb

4.75

2.50*

11.88

1.50*

7.13

1.00*

4.75

2.00*

9.50

3.00*

14.25

herbs

5.89

19.99

117.74

15.99

94.18

11.50

67.74

8.52

50.18

11.96

70.44

TOTAL
112.65
384.85
411.96
282.52
354.21
* Rhubarb was an uncommon product so the prices are based on Mrs. Couët’s store-purchasing experience of $1.00 to $3.00 per pound.
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426.49

Using the same price-per-pound values used on the UEL garden and the Doiron
garden, the Couët garden grossed between $280 and $430 worth of produce; the net
worth of her garden between $140 and $290. If divided into UEL community gardensized plots, the Couët garden could have supported two at a net $70 to $145 per garden
plot. However, since Mrs. Couët’s expenses in 2008 included edging, fencing and
tomato cages – items she will not purchase more than once, the up coming seasons may
produce a greater monetary net value as her expense might be no more than $30 for
seeds, plants, soil and potting mix, or $15 per community garden-sized plot. Thus, not
including water expenses, her full garden would net $250 to $400, which is equivalent to
$125 to $200 per community garden plot.
These estimates answer affirmatively the first part of my thesis question,
demonstrating that gardening has an economic return to the community gardener. The
investment discussion in my final Section V uses the UEL, Doiron, and Couët production
estimates to determine the City’s cost-benefit of building community gardens and the
steps Providence and gardening organizations can take to make garden construction
feasible. Part B of this Section IV examines the variations in economic worth of a
community garden plot when approaching the question of monetary value from a stated
preference, perceived valuation rather than an actual, harvest valuation.
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B. Survey

The survey was designed to capture the stated preference or perceived value of
community gardens and to gauge Providence community garden public support. One
aspect of the survey research to note is the disproportional stratified sampling. Two
hundred and fifty of the mail-out surveys were sent to a random population of Providence
while 250 were sent to the Summit neighborhood and 180 to current community
gardeners. Analyzed within their categories, the samples are representative of the studied
populations. Combined, however, the 116 returned surveys represent current gardeners
and Summit neighborhood residents more strongly than the general Providence
population. A second point to note is that the survey began with an introduction about
community gardens. After speaking with two Brown University professors about the
merits of introducing the survey in different ways, I decided on an introduction
underscoring the heart of the research rather than a general introduction about
development in Providence. Even if the introduction had not made my interest clear, all
questions beyond the first would have revealed the focus. This decision may have
influenced the survey results as individuals with no interest in community gardens may
not have read past the introductory paragraph of the questionnaire.
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1. Public Support

The first question of the survey asked respondents to express their top three
preferences for Providence development. The question gave respondents ten options as
well as an “other” option with room for a written response. Sixty-seven percent of
respondents chose community gardens as one of their top three choices, (see Figure 241)
while affordable housing was the top first choice at 28%. (See Table 12) Community
gardens consistently received the most votes for all three preferences along with
affordable housing, and “other.” The “other” field was most often accompanied with a
sentence about wanting more open space. The categories with the fewest votes for all
three preferences were day cares, commercial, and apartments.

Table 12. Survey: Preferences for Providence
Choices

Number of Responses

Percent (n=116)

community gardens

78

67%

affordable housing

54

47%

playgrounds

39

34%

other

35

30%

community centers

31

27%

parking

30

26%

single family housing

16

14%

skate parks

12

10%

day cares

7

6%

commercial

7

6%

apartments

3

3%
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The spatial representations of the survey results display only the mail-out survey as GIS parcel data was used for that
half of the questionnaires.
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Figure 2. Survey: Community Garden Interest
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The survey not only gauged the general interest in community gardens, but also
determined whether the Providence Parks Department should pursue its plan to build a
community garden in one of its city parks in the Summit neighborhood. The survey that
was modified for this purpose was sent to a sample of the population of Providence living
within one mile of Lippitt Park to see whether individuals would support a community
garden in their neighborhood. Forty-five of the 116 total returned surveys were Lippitt
Park surveys and 78% of them approved of the plan. Some respondents expressed an
interest in participating in the gardening community while others simply enjoyed the idea
of having a neighborhood garden. Those that did not support the idea usually thought
that Lippitt Park was not a good choice of location because it already hosts other
activities. Their suggested alternate locations were the Summit and 9th Street Park, the
Butler Hospital Swan Point area, and high-density neighborhoods like University
Heights.
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The majority of survey respondents (mail and web-based) were vegetable
gardeners, with a total of 66% vegetable gardening either at home, at a community
garden, or at both locations. (See Figure 3) This gardening identification question was
phrased in such a way to differentiate vegetable gardening from ornamental or flower
gardening to distinguish between presumably economic reasons and presumably noneconomic reasons for gardening. The separation was also used to determine correlation
between growing food and garden value. Figure 4 displays the spatial distribution of the
55 mail-based (no web-based) survey respondent vegetable gardeners and non-gardeners.
As explained in the next paragraphs, vegetable gardening appeared to influence WTP and
WTA.

Figure 3. Survey: Whether Respondents Garden
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Figure 4. Mail-Out Survey: Distribution of Gardeners & Non-Gardeners
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The survey revealed that 61% of votes indicated direct and indirect economic
reasons for gardening, (See Table 13 and Figure 5) and 96% of respondents garden or
would garden for indirect economic reasons.42 The possible reasons for gardening were
divided into three categories: direct economic, indirect economic, and non-economic. As
shown in Table 14 and Figure 6, direct economic reasons were, “I garden …to save
money on groceries”, “… to trade with other people for other things”, “… to sell my
produce.” Indirect economic reasons were, “I garden to feed myself and/or my family”,
“… to eat locally grown food”, “… to eat organic (colloquial for pesticide-free) food.”
The two latter reasons are listed under indirect economic reasons because both
presumably cost more than Midwest, Florida, California, and international large-scale
non-organic produce. The non-economic reasons for gardening were, “I garden …to
relax”, “… to teach my kids about gardening/food/the environment”, “… to socialize.”
Though these final three are all classified in the non-economic reasons, relaxing,
socializing, and spending time with children may all be correlated with saving money,
because they are activities that have been shown to benefit a person’s health, thereby
deterring a trip to the doctor or hospital due to stress or stress-related illness.

42

Each respondent had three votes so while 111 out of 231 (48%) votes went to indirect reasons, 111 out of 116 (96%)
people voted for indirect reasons.
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Table 13. Reasons to Garden
Econ vs. Non-econ

Count

Direct Economic Reasons
Indirect Economic Reasons
Non-economic Reasons
Colors correspond to colors in Table 14

Percent (n=231)
30

13%

111

48%

90

39%

Table 14. Number One Reason Respondents Garden
Top Reasons to Garden

Top Counts

Percent (n=231)

eat locally

48

21%

relax

46

20%

feed family

34

15%

eat organically

29

13%

socialize

25

11%

save money

23

10%

teach kids

19

8%

trade

6

3%

sell
Colors correspond to colors in Table 13

1

0%
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Figure 5. Survey: Economic vs. Non-Economic Reasons to Garden

Figure 6. Survey: Total Count of Respondent Reason to Garden
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2. Contingent Valuation

The contingent valuation questions elicited 102 answers out of 116 total returned
questionnaires, 56 of which were received via the web-based current community gardener
survey. Figure 7 shows the distribution and the valuation of community gardens
according to respondents of the mail-based surveys. Both WTP and WTA are included in
the figure. The questionnaires returned without an answer to the valuation question may
have represented individuals who did not think the question was relevant, who did not
understand how to answer, or who had no opinion. Of those 102 contingent valuation
answers, forty were WTP and sixty-two were WTA. As explained earlier, half of the
survey employed WTP and the other half WTA since test populations demonstrated that
using both WTP and WTA in one questionnaire was too confusing for respondents to
answer thoughtfully. The following results do not include four outliers in the WTA
responses, which were all stated preferences above $1,000 per plot. The mean WTP was
$33 and the mean WTA was $61, the median WTP was $25 while the median WTA was
$45, and the mode for both WTP and WTA was $50.
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Figure 7. Survey: Contingent Valuation of Community Gardens
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Figure 8 demonstrates the significant impact gardening had on WTP and WTA
and the importance of informing respondents of the item they are valuing, since
gardeners, who presumably were more informed on the topic of community gardens,
demonstrated a more precise value for a community garden plot than did non-gardeners.
Or, the vast difference between WTP and WTA for non-gardeners may be due to scenario
phrasing. The difference between WTP and WTA for gardener responses was $8 while
the non-gardener difference was $82. The very high average WTA in non-gardeners may
be attributed to phrasing as the scenario asked respondents for how much they would
lease their own land to a gardener. Non-gardeners may not see any intrinsic value or
return to a garden and thus may charge more than would a gardener. The 30% average
increase in value of a garden plot for non-gardeners may be due to a confounding factor
of WTA phrasing. Another possible reason for the gardener/non-gardener discrepancy
may be that non-gardeners value non-gardening activities higher than gardening. Hence,
the 30% average increase in value could also be due to a non-gardener resistance to
converting free space to garden space.
Meanwhile, Figure 9 suggests that income did not influence community garden
valuation, neither for WTP nor WTA, as no pattern emerged when calculating the mean
WTP and WTA within each income bracket. Answers varied with a $40 range for mean
WTP and an $80 range for WTA. It is important to note, however, that there was a
maximum of 23 respondents (WTA/$80,001+) in each of the income categories with a
minimum of one response in the WTP/<$10,000 and WTP/$10,001-$20,000 categories.
All seven respondents who were WTP $0 were non-gardeners. Their reasons not
to garden were usually a lack of time as well as a lack of interest and a lack of gardening
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skills. Meanwhile, three non-gardeners and four gardeners stated they would be WTA $0
for their garden, presumably because a garden to them has non-monetary value, or their
garden is priceless and not for sale, or a hypothetical garden would have no economic
value.

Figure 8. Gardener vs. Non-Gardener
WTP & WTA

Figure 9. Income vs. Mean WTP & WTA

Figure 10 through Figure 13 illustrate the spread of numbers of respondents who
valued a community garden plot within ranges of $50 and within ranges of $10. Figure
10 and Figure 12 compare WTP and WTA responses to show the imprecision of WTA
answers, while Figure 11 and Figure 13 show the variety of answers below $100. For
gardeners and non-gardeners alike, the distribution of WTA values was greater than that
of WTP values. (Compare Figure 10 and Figure 12) This large distribution may be due
to the phrasing of the WTA question. Respondent understanding of the question may
have varied, producing a range of answers.
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If conducting this contingent valuation survey a second time, I would make
changes to the WTA question according to further population testing. It is possible that
the survey would produce the desired information without the need for two separate
versions of the question. If asking only about willingness to pay, the answer will likely
be more conservative than willingness to accept, so in the case of this thesis and using the
monetary harvest accounting as comparison, I might even forego a WTA question.
As seen in Figure 11 and Figure 13, the $20-$29 range and the $50-$59 range for
both WTP and WTA were the most common responses. This may be attributed to the
phrasing of the question, which described a community garden and explained that garden
plot fees can range from $0-$50. Some respondents may have felt the correct price for a
plot is the middle of the suggested range, at $25, while others may have felt the upper end
of the range was appropriate, at $50.
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Figure 10. Willingness To Pay

Figure 11. Willingness To Pay

Figure 12. Willingness To Accept

Figure 13. Willingness To Accept

In summary, the monetary harvest data indicates a net return to the gardener while
the contingent valuation survey indicates that the perceived dollar value of a community
garden plot is about the same as the cost of maintaining that plot. One Providence UEL
garden plot for the 2008 season cost about $20, which was reasonable when compared to
the Doiron garden ($10) and the Couët garden ($30). The perceived monetary value of
that plot was a median $35 and very close to the cost of maintaining a plot. One UEL
plot was worth an average net of $100 in monetary harvest value, which was also
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reasonable when compared to the average net values of Doiron at $70 and of Couët at
$160.
While these numbers show that Providence can use community gardens in a
grassroots mission of promoting an economically healthy city, ideal weather conditions
and a gardener that tries to maximize his or her economic gain may produce even more
favorable financial results. None of the participating gardeners expressed a goal of
maximizing their financial benefit, so while a UEL plot net up to $110, and the Couët
kitchen garden $200, gardeners consciously seeking the highest yields for the lowest
costs could net even more. Furthermore, as surmised by the USDA decision to provide
natural disaster relief for 2008, it is likely that both the UEL and the Couët monetary plot
values could be higher with climatic conditions that do not include mid-summer hail.
Aside from the perceived monetary worth, the survey reveals that neither income
nor geography influences a respondent’s valuation of a garden plot, which implies that
community gardens are a valuable asset in any Providence neighborhood, regardless of
mean income level. The survey also shows that with the opportunity, a 60% majority of
people would garden at least in part for economic reasons. In other words, community
gardening for many people is not merely a hobby but a financial resource that Providence
should be providing everywhere. This is further supported by the 96% of respondents
interested in more gardens in the city and the 70% of votes going to more community
gardens rather than any other urban development. Finally, the evidence is clear that more
community gardens are supported and demanded in Providence as 80% of respondents
living within one mile of Lippitt Park support the creation of a community garden in that
park. When looking beyond the theoretical prospects of community gardens in the City,
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Providencians respond even more positively to actual plans in their own neighborhood.
With the current recession and the public clamor for community vegetable gardens, how
can the City of Providence economically afford to respond by building more? I argue in
this final Section V of my thesis that innovative financing strategies and the creation of a
Providence Community Gardens Network to implement these strategies would enable the
economic sustainability necessary for a successful garden expansion.

V. Providence’s Community Gardens Strategic Plan
Looking at the plans that Providence has already made with regard to community
gardens, there appears to be three routes the City can take:
1. Status Quo: number and structure of community gardens remain the same,
2. Greenprint: one new community garden per year,
3. Stronger Initiative: Gardens Network for organized expansion.
The bold next step for Providence is to adopt option number three of a stronger initiative
that addresses the City’s financial problems in innovative ways. Section V of my thesis
demonstrates just how Providence can use community gardens to promote an
economically healthy city. Knowing the average $100 net return and the potential $200
net return, as well a the public support for community gardens, Providence and partner
organizations such as Southside Community Land Trust can provide food savings to all
potential gardeners by creating a centralized network that can take advantage of available
land and micro-lending.
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The global economic recession, the effort to limit carbon emissions and climate
change, and the quest to improve human health inspire the recent movement toward
vegetable gardening. In places where front and backyards are unavailable for such
activity, an organized, autonomous Community Gardens Network may provide the
garden-building leadership where a lone municipality might fall short. With the goal of
using community gardens to promote an economically healthy city, Providence and the
city’s gardening organizations would work to fund and proliferate gardens in suitable
locations by creating a joint City-Gardens Network collaborative.
Beyond the net monetary benefit of a vegetable garden, this thesis has shown that
96% of survey respondents would like more community gardens in the City and the
SCLT new network coordinator hire shows the public need for greater garden
organization and centralization. Aspiring to strengthen its economy in innovative ways
and understanding how gardening has social, medical, and financial benefits, Providence
and city gardening organizations can work to make increasing the number of community
gardens a financially sustainable venture through the establishment of a Gardens
Network. I recommend tackling this from three fronts: (1) the organization and growth
of the Network, (2) the development of financing strategies, and (3) the establishment of
suitable locations.

A. Citywide Gardens Network

Southside Community Land Trust recently received a USDA grant to hire a
Community Gardens Network Organizer. Erika Rumbley is rapidly becoming a key
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player in Providence’s community garden future. Her position works “with SCLT’s
Community Gardens Coordinator and community garden partners to develop a city-wide
Community Gardens Network.”43 She is uniting the gardens by developing a database
with information about the number of plots and the number of gardeners on waitlists, the
tools and skills that gardens can offer, and the tools and skills that gardens would like to
receive. This sharing of information and aiding of beginning gardeners and newcomers
are just two of the roles that a Providence Garden Network can take on. I argue that this
network should serve as financing body for future garden construction.
Boston’s Natural Areas Network offers one example of how a gardens network
might operate. Along with the concepts and reasons outlined in the following quote, I
would recommend including a passage about the financial asset of community gardens
and the need to maintain a pool of funding of garden maintenance and building:
The Boston Community Garden Council (BCGC) is a citywide organization composed of
and representing community gardeners and gardens in Boston. The BCGC seeks to bring
together the gardeners and gardens to be the unified voice of Community Gardens. The
BCGC works to promote a permanent, sustainable community garden system in the city
of Boston. We view the gardens as integral to Boston's larger environmental system as its
parks and playgrounds, to be included in city planning and to receive regular municipal
support and services. We seek to make it possible for every neighborhood to have access
to a garden, where residents of all ages, socio-economic backgrounds and cultures can
enjoy the benefits of healthy food, recreation and community beautification, with
44
neighbors working together for their common interest.

Following the establishment of the Boston Natural Areas Network, a Strategic
Planning Task Force was established to guide the development of a citywide plan for
Boston’s Community Gardens. This Task Force was made up of community gardeners
from across the city to research “the current state of community gardens in Boston and
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[identify] the strategic issues facing the gardens.”45 At an open full day Visioning
Session, the gardeners “determined the components of their vision of the future of
Boston’s community gardens and set priorities for achieving this vision.”46
While the structure and organization of a Providence Community Garden Council
and Task Force could easily mimic those of Boston’s, its goals and vision may be
different. In 2003, Boston had 178 community gardens, which included communallymaintained “pocket parks”, school gardens, and those associated with social service
agency programs. Of those 178 gardens, 64 had good leadership.47 A goal for Boston
was to develop better garden leadership, which should also be emphasized in Providence,
but a Providence Strategic Planning Task Force may choose a different priority. I would
recommend the top concern be to increase the number of community gardens in the City
due to the public support and desire and the financial benefit gardens provide. As noted
earlier, waitlists of 25 and 30 people are indicative and the harvest accounting has shown
the net gain.

B. Financing Strategies

Providence wants to be an economically healthy city. Community gardening has
a net economic benefit to the gardener. A community garden will succeed if it has the
support of its community. Providencians across the city would like more community
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gardens, especially in their own neighborhood. The next paragraphs will show the
investment needed to increase the number of Providence community gardens and how a
gardens network can provide the centralization required for a successful micro-loan
investment, leading to renewable funding for future constructions.

1. Cost

As referenced earlier, the Providence Urban Agriculture Task Force reports that a
100 ft2 plot provides at least $80 worth of food in one season, “which translates to at least
$80,000 worth of food being grown in small plots across the city.”48 So if a 50 ft2 (UEL
garden) plot can produce up to $110 worth of food, Providence could be growing a net
$220,000 every summer. And if you assume low gardening costs and high productivity,
as was the case for Marie-Christine’s kitchen garden, Providence could be growing a net
$400,000 every summer. According to Erika Rumbley’s garden plot estimates, this sum
goes straight to the kitchen tables of 600 Providence families. Though a worthy cause,
the Providence Community Garden Network and especially the City need to evaluate
whether the benefit of having more community gardens outweighs the cost of building
them. The Parks Department budgets $8,000 to $9,000 for the basic materials and labor
construction of only one garden, plus another $12,000 to $15,000 if the location under
consideration does not have water service:
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Table 15. Typical Parks Dept. Garden Development Costs49
For a typical Community Garden Size: 5,000 sq. ft./accommodating 100-120 garden plots (4’ x 10’/plot)
Scenario A: Existing water service at park site
Piping and yard hydrant in the community garden
Site rototilling/soil testing/soil amendment (100+ cubic yards)
Fencing and gates
Wood chips for garden paths from Parks forestry operations
Total

$1,200
$3,000
$4,000
$0
$8,000 - $9,000

Scenario B: No existing water service at park site
Water Service to the site

$12,000 - $15,000

Total

$20,000 - $24,000

* Garden Organization and gardeners responsible for materials to make raised garden plots, garden signs,
benches, compost bins, and for locks.

When investigating alternate budgetary estimates made by the University of
California Cooperative Extension50 and the non-profit, Urban Harvest,51 the cost to build
a community garden ranged from $1,000 to $5,000, depending on garden size. Estimates
were also made using regional prices, and a community garden in Providence could be
built for as little as approximately $4,000, provided existing water service and volunteerbased construction:
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Table 16. Cost of Building a Community Garden
For a typical Community Garden Size: 5,000 sq. ft./accommodating 100-120 garden plots (4’ x 10’/plot)
Scenario A: Existing water service at park site
100+ cubic yards loam
4ft tall chain link fence w/ gates

Fences4Less

Piping and yard hydrant

Drs. Foster & Smith and NexTag
UMass, Amherst; Soil and Plant Tissue
56
Testing Laboratory

Standard soil test

$3,000
$1,000
$100
$9
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Masterson Loam in Massachusetts
53
54

55

$4,000 - $5,000

Total

* Garden Organization and gardeners responsible for materials to make raised garden plots, garden signs,
benches, compost bins, and for locks.

If a community garden is supported and desired by the neighborhood in which it
will be located, the community members should share in, if not spearhead the labor
associated with its construction. Thus the cost of labor was not included in the above
calculation and neither were raised bed frames, seeds and plants, tools, and compost;
items that the Parks Department expects gardeners will contribute. Furthermore, the
woodchips used as path material between beds may be acquired from the Parks
Department forestry operations and were not added to the sum cost.
The community gardens that the Parks Department has built contain 100 to 120
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4ft x 10ft plots. If a future garden maximizes the number of plots, one garden will
contain 4,800 ft2 of growing land. According to the UEL harvest, a garden will produce
about $12,000 worth of vegetables seasonally. According the Couët harvest, one
Providence garden could produce $24,000. The difficulty in evaluating the cost-benefit
of community gardens arises in the distinction between the City of Providence and the
Gardeners. Because the obvious economic return of the harvest goes to the Gardeners
rather than to the City, it is important to remember, in Section I of this thesis, the indirect
economic benefits of community gardens going to the City and to consider financing
strategies that eliminate the need for investment without direct return. This next section
illustrates how micro-lending may be the start of a sustainable financing strategy for
Providence community gardens.

2. Investment

Though community gardens provide important social, nutritional, and financial
support to garden participants, and research supports an economic return to the city on its
green space, the up-front cost may be too large a burden for Providence. With the
collaboration of the City to identify land and logistical concerns, a Community Gardens
Network would be in a position to make the construction investment via a body of
volunteer laborers and a micro-loan.
A loan may be taken out for a garden construction or a series of constructions,
from a national bank, from a community development corporation, or from a private
lender like Capital Good Fund (CGF). CGF currently offers $500 to $3,000 micro-loans
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to entrepreneurs in Providence. Andy Posner, founder of CGF, supported the idea of
lending to a community garden organization and believed it could be successful. If the
Gardens Network were a non-legal, loosely governed entity, a $5,000 garden construction
loan at 12% interest would mean a total repayment of $5,978.58 over three years.57 If
this new garden served 100 gardeners, the garden association could charge $19.93 per
person per year to cover the loan repayment in three years. On the other hand, if the
Providence Community Gardens Network were to become a legal entity or if it were
affiliated with a non-profit, the interest rate could be 7%, making the cost per person per
year, $18.53 for three years.
If the yearly community gardening fee were the median perceived value of a
community garden plot at $35, $1,507.14 would remain each year for the first three years
after borrowing $5,000 at 12%. If the yearly community gardening fee were the
approximate $100 net value of a UEL plot, $8,007.14 would remain each year for the first
three years after borrowing the same loan. Not only would these sums pay for garden
maintenance and needs like compost, woodchips and water service, a percentage could be
set aside into a revolving loan fund for future garden construction.
Considering the economic benefit that community gardens provide their
participants, I recommend charging, at most, the perceived value of $35 per garden plot
rather than the UEL harvest value of approximately $100. The lower cost may draw
more people to community gardens, especially when considering the results of this thesis’
harvest accounting and when considering options to save money on groceries. In a 100plot garden, a $35 yearly plot fee will cover the maintenance and the contribution to the
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revolving loan fund, and a Gardens Network can provide the role of finance center –
collecting and allocating funds when needed. As explained by Alma, the oldest
community gardener at the UEL, gardeners do not necessarily have the time to be
involved in all the gardens across the city. A centralized body would not only provide an
exchange of information and tools but also an exchange of funds.

3. Further Research: Policy

Alongside a Network-governed revolving loan fund for constructions, the City of
Providence can look into policy that strikes a balance between gardens and urban
development. Though this section suggests policy options for development, I
recommend further research into the subject, as this thesis neither looks at the current
policy in Providence nor how this suggested policy would influence the current state of
development.
Briefly, since the public supports community gardens and would like to have
more green or open space, a policy like that of Elder (2005) – that acknowledges the
public desire as well as the needs of the municipality58 – might prove successful in
Providence. For example, with the present economy, the Planning Department believes
converting foreclosed homes to gardens may be feasible due to the slow housing market.
This notion is sustainable, however, only as long as the market remains in its present
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state. If the City were to build community gardens on unwanted plots, but confiscated
those gardens for new housing or commercial development once the economy
resuscitated, many Providence gardeners would be left without gardens. A preventative
measure may be taken from Robert Elder’s policy proposal for New York City’s
community gardens.
Elder stated that gardens can fill and beautify vacant lots that the city repossessed
for tax purposes at little cost to the city thanks to the involvement of community
gardening groups and their construction labor. A key incentive for a city to promote
urban development is tax revenue, and though community gardens may raise neighboring
property values in the poorest of neighborhoods as much as 9.4 percentage points within
the first five years of a garden’s opening (in New York City),59 a million-dollar
development in Providence would bring in a much higher revenue than a garden would.
As Elder states, however, since the approval process to construct a new building requires
time from conceptualization to breaking ground, the city could locate another vacant lot
during that concept-to-construction waiting period in order to move the community
garden. The anticipated tax revenue from the new construction could subsidize the cost
of moving the garden – an alternative to the loan fund. With a development policy like
this in place in Providence, the City could continuously evolve with low-cost community
garden green space appearing and reappearing across the City, never preventing
affordable housing or revenue-raising investments from developing. As stated earlier,
however, I recommend further research into this idea.
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C. Potential Locations

Provided the establishment of a functioning Providence Community Gardens
Network, able to fund garden building, the first step prior to construction is the
identification of local support. Bob McMahon, Superintendent of the Parks Department,
acknowledged that public support is the most important factor in successful garden
development and the factor that determines where a community garden is best suited.
Keeping this in mind, there are at least three types of location that should be considered
for new community gardens. The Parks Department City Parks are already a venue for
gardens. The Task Force and Garden Council may also consider partnering with the
Providence Planning Department in an effort to convert foreclosed properties into
community gardens. And certain Providence Schools are already looking to incorporate
gardens into their curriculum.

1. City Parks

Figure 14 displays the existing community gardens as well as locations within a
number of City Parks that may be considered for new community gardens. Bob
McMahon identified the City Parks (see Table 17) that would be appropriate for
community gardens based on park size, existing activities, natural features, and historic
landscapes. I looked at each of these Parks using Google Earth to locate places within
them suitable in surface area and sunlight for a community garden.
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Figure 14. Current & Potential Community Garden Locations
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Table 17. Parks & Community Gardens in Providence60
Existing Parks with Community Gardens


Gano St. Park



Sessions St. Park



Riverside Park



Billy Taylor Park










Brown Street
Prete-Metcalf
Wanskuck
Mt. Pleasant Fields
Joslin
Cranston Street
Murphy-Trainor
Wallace Street

Potential Parks compatible with Community Gardens










India Point
Lippitt
Veasie
Fargnoli
George West
St. John’s Park
Locust Grove
JT Owens
Daniel Avenue











Paterson Street
Ninth Street
Corliss
Father Lennon Park
Viscolosi
Franciscan Park
Earley Park
Joe Williams
Neutaconkanut











Blackstone Park
North Burial Ground
Hopkins Park
Davis
Donigian
Dexter Training Grounds
Ardoene
Roger Williams Park
Merino

2. Abandoned, Foreclosed &Vacant Lots

Along with City Parks, a Providence Community Gardens Task Force should
consider property abandonments, foreclosure initiations, and vacant lots. The latter are
difficult to identify but are noted on property records, and could be incorporated into the
citywide expansion strategy. Especially where vacant lots are common, a community
garden would beautify a neighborhood. Access to these vacant properties, however, may
be an impediment as these lots are private property. Abandoned and foreclosed
properties, however, may prove easier to manage, especially when the foreclosed
properties have been purchased by the City of Providence. A recent study by the
Providence Plan of three low-income neighborhoods shows the land potential in
abandonments and foreclosures. Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17, provided by the
Providence Plan, identify the parcels in three low-income Providence neighborhoods on
which there are abandoned or foreclosed properties. Garry Bliss, Director of Compliance
60
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at the Providence Department of Planning and Development, said that his department is
considering razing City-owned foreclosed homes that are below code standard in order to
create community gardens. These maps should guide the Department of Planning and
Development in their search for available community garden land.
Implementing this Planning and Development project will require land
remediation, similar to that used on brownfields, before the soil will be suitable for
planting. Every effort should be made to clean the soil and plant in the ground, but for a
rapid garden expansion and for temporary or transient gardens, portable raised beds are
an option. Clay Rockefeller, Founder of The Steel Yard, a program of the non-profit
Woonasquatucket Valley Community Build, proposed to build portable, raised bed
community garden plots. These plots would be stackable and transportable on truck beds
to be placed anywhere they were needed. At a time when Providence and its citizens are
suffering economically and neighborhoods are suffering visually, portable community
gardens may be a quick solution.

Clay Rockefeller’s Portable Garden Beds, April 2009
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Figure 15. Providence Plan Olneyville Abandonments & Foreclosures
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Figure 16. Providence Plan West End Abandonments & Foreclosures
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Figure 17. Providence Plan Elmwood Abandonments & Foreclosures
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3. Schools

A third target that should be considered for new community gardens is school
properties. The three schools (Vartan Gregorian, Nathan Bishop, and Brown Fox Point) I
discuss here have already expressed an interest in community gardening. These and other
gardens could be demonstration learning centers as well as community gathering points
that develop the next generation of gardeners and environmentally conscious citizens. A
listing of school gardens in all of Rhode Island exists at Children’s Garden Network,
which includes twelve Providence schools.61 A combination of this listing, the SCLT
gardens, and the rest of the City’s gardens would be a solid base for the citywide
Community Gardens Network.
The Brown Fox Point Early Childhood Education Center on Hope Street would
like to develop a summer program with the Urban Environmental Lab Community
Garden where children visit the UEL garden for hands on learning. Though the school
does not currently have its own garden, it is yet another example of the public support for
community gardens, and a potential candidate for its own demonstration-community
garden and curriculum.
Nathan Bishop Middle School is a second candidate for a community garden.
Though it is a three-minute walk to the Sessions Street Community Garden and a thirtyminute walk to the Fox Point Community Garden, after its closing due to low student test
scores and declining enrollment, Nathan Bishop is in the process of a complete interior
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restoration and “the grounds will undergo extensive landscaping.”62 The clean slate
could make the Nathan Bishop property another option for gardeners previously on the
waitlist for the Fox Point or Sessions Street gardens, especially if these gardeners are
interested in participating in a school curriculum. According to Greenprint, the
renovation of the middle school will achieve the 30% threshold of Collaborative for High
Performance Schools (CHPS) standard, with a target of 40%.63 The CHPS standard
results in “a finished school that is an enduring asset to its community: one that enhances
teaching and learning, reduces operating costs, and protects the environment.”64 In order
to match the whole-building approach to its design process, the Nathan Bishop Middle
School should consider a whole-neighborhood approach to its extensive landscaping.
Finally, the Vartan Gregorian Elementary School recently received at $5,000
Lowe’s Toolbox for Education Grant to build an Outdoor Learning Peace Garden. “The
plan for the space includes a raised-bed vegetable/herb garden,” among other
components, because “the vegetable and herb garden as well as the butterfly garden [will]
provide an opportunity to study plants and life cycles… One class even suggested
planting a Native American vegetable garden and colonial herb garden to link nature and
social studies. We see the improved space as hosting many more school rituals,
gatherings, and activities.”65 This new garden, along with other Providence school
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gardens, should be incorporated into the Providence Community Gardens Network to
strengthen the gardening presence in the City.

4. Further Research: Non-taxable land

Another option for future community garden locations can be non-taxable land.
While my thesis focuses on city parks, abandoned, foreclosed, vacant lots, and school
property, non-taxable land was identified as an option in the Providence Greenprint
document as future garden land. My thesis looked at the former three options because
representatives in each category expressed a desire for community gardens. The latter,
however, should also be considered as the Rhode Island Department of Transportation
will vacate non-taxable land with the completion of the Interstate 195 relocation, and notfor-profit entities such as churches, hospitals and higher education institutions may have
open land that serves no recreational purpose. I suggest identifying those non-taxable,
non-recreational lots where gardens could be built, using the 2006 parcel data and GIS,
and I suggest identifying support for potential gardens via a Gardens Network-led
investigation.

VI. Conclusions

With this thesis, I wanted to discover whether or not there is a net benefit to
vegetable gardening. I found that there is indeed an economic benefit to the individual
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gardener. Furthermore, I wanted to find how the City of Providence could use
community gardens, if they had a net benefit, to promote an economically healthy city. I
determined that a centralized governing body for gardens would not only respond to a
public need for information but also provide the funding management necessary for the
proliferation of gardens. This proliferation would satisfy the public desire for more
community gardens and the City’s need for financial sustainability. I recommended to
the Gardens Network a funding opportunity and several garden location options.
In terms of the monetary value of a garden plot, the survey indicated that a
community garden plot is, median, $35 or $3,500 per 100-plot community garden. The
perceived monetary value most often given, however, was $50 per plot or $5,000 per
garden. This perceived stated preference value is significantly lower than the monetary
values deduced from the harvest accountings at the Urban Environmental Lab
Community Garden, the Doiron, and the Couët kitchen gardens. The harvest showed that
a UEL garden plot produces $90 to $130 worth of vegetables in one season, or a gross
$9,000 to $13,000 per garden, but a single plot may be worth up to $200, or $20,000 per
100-plot garden per season, or $400,000 over twenty years. Today, this is income
important to at least 600 Providence families, and with small investments and newgarden location identification, the community garden regenerating income can provide to
family all across Providence.
Further research is needed into exactly how many more families still need garden
plots, but a SCLT preliminary study shows that 30-person waitlists only get shorter with
an increase in garden plots. And the survey results from my research indicates that about
70% of the Providence population supports or demands more community gardens in its
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neighborhoods with 80% support for a community garden in Lippitt Park. Furthermore,
60% of respondents garden or would garden for direct and indirect economic reasons,
implying that over 60% of gardeners citywide garden for economic reasons. This
implication is assumed considering the number of low-income, immigrant residents in the
Southside Community Land Trust gardens. Many of the SCLT gardeners grow food in
order to eat what they cannot find in U.S. grocery stores. One Hmong woman in the
SCLT Somerset Community Garden told me that she grows a type of Hmong greens to
feed her family all year, freezing the greens to keep through the winter.
My first recommendation is the creation of a citywide Community Gardens
Network to manage the funding of future garden construction. This Network should be
spearheaded by SCLT’s Community Garden Network Organizer and should be a
collaborative effort between SCLT, other garden organizations, and the City of
Providence. With the support of this infrastructure, I suggest a Providence Community
Garden Council lead the development of a Providence Community Garden Strategic Plan.
My second recommendation is to take advantage of the available City Parks, abandoned,
foreclosed and vacant lots, and interested schools in order to increase the number of
community gardens in the City until all who desire a garden are provided with one. I
suggest further research into non-taxable land and the exact number of plots needed. My
third recommendation is to consider micro-lending as a means to creating more
community gardens in the City. And since a garden does not produce the kind of revenue
that housing or commercial buildings produce, I suggest further investigation into policy
that supports a garden-development partnership.
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Adhering to its goal of building three more community gardens, with 100 plots in
each, the City of Providence will make a one-time investment of $12,000 to $70,000 into
a program that provides $18,000 (includes $25/plot fee) to $60,000 (Couët garden return
of $200) for its gardening residents every year, indefinitely. This investment also
provides $7,500 to $13,500 worth of non-market value to the general population of
Providence. If a garden produces vegetables for twenty years, as the UEL has, that onetime investment could produce $120,000 to $400,000 plus another $50,000 to $90,000 in
non-market value. When unproductive lawns absorb synthetic fertilizers and pesticides
and must be cut every two weeks, gardens appear to be a sound alternative providing
landowners with beauty as well as economic gain. An investment into community
gardens throughout the City not only provides gardeners with a modest stipend for
healthy and delicious vegetables; it also defers medical costs, increases property values,
and provides low-cost green space. Thus, while creating a unified Community Garden
Network, Providence and its partnering garden organizations should vow, in this global
recession, to rapidly build gardens until the need for gardening space is completely met.
Every Providence citizen should have access to a community garden plot if he or she
wants one.
While my thesis has concentrated on the economic impact of vegetable gardening,
it is important to remember that, as every gardener I have encountered has expressed,
gardening is much more than a personal financial benefit. Jerry from the UEL
community garden felt that he should write a poem to truly explain the worth of a garden
plot. Jerry met his wife at the UEL garden and now has a four-year-old son who roams
between the beds, discovering where vegetables come from. The oldest UEL gardener,
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Alma, aged 96, started in the garden when it was first built in 1984. She still walks down
Brown Street from her home to tend her garden with her nephew and to join the monthly
community garden potlucks. A number of gardeners have participated for ten to twenty
years, seeing the evolution of the neighborhood and of Providence. So when the demand
for gardens is evident by a 30-person waitlist, one knows that the above economic value
measures only one part of the whole worth of a garden plot.

Springtime arrives to bring things to life
The winter cleared away to new insight
Beauty is found in the life we help sow
and fruition coming in organic grow
By Derrick Cordeiro, UEL Gardener, 2009
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Appendix A – Definitions
Community Garden

Like traditional public parks, most community gardens (or allotment gardens) are open to
the public and provide green space in urban areas, along with opportunities for social
gatherings, beautification, education and recreation. Unlike parks, however, community
gardens are managed and maintained with the active participation of the gardeners
themselves, rather than tended only by a professional staff, and community gardens often
encourage food production by providing gardeners with a place to grow vegetables and
other crops. To facilitate this, a community garden may be divided into individual plots or
tended in a communal fashion, depending on the size and quality of the garden and the
66
members involved.

Contingent Valuation

A survey-based economic technique for the valuation of non-market resources, such as
environmental preservation or the impact of contamination. While these resources do give
people utility, certain aspects of them do not have a market price as they are not directly
sold. For example, people receive benefit from a beautiful view of a mountain, but giving
that benefit a value using price-based models is difficult. Contingent valuation surveying is
one technique, which is used to measure these aspects. Contingent valuation is often
referred to as a stated preference model, in contrast to a price-based revealed preference
model. Both models are utility-based. Typically the survey asks how much money people
would be willing to pay (or willing to accept) to maintain the existence of (or be
67
compensated for the loss of) some environmental feature, such as biodiversity.

Green Space

Open, undeveloped land with natural vegetation.

Urban Agriculture

Urban agriculture is a complex system encompassing a spectrum of interests, from a
traditional core of activities associated with the production, processing, marketing,
distribution, and consumption, to a multiplicity of other benefits and services that are less
widely acknowledged and documented. These include recreation and leisure; economic
vitality and business entrepreneurship; individual health and wellbeing; community health
69
and wellbeing; landscape beautification; and environmental restoration and remediation.
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Urban Agriculture is the growing, processing, and distributing of food and other products
70
through intensive plant cultivation and animal husbandry in and around cities.
Willingness To Accept

WTA refers to the value of a good to a person, as the amount they are willing to receive in
exchange for giving up the good. WTA is the maximum monetary amount that an
individual would take to relinquish a good.

Willingness To Pay

WTP refers to the value of a good to a person, as the amount they are willing to pay,
sacrifice or exchange for it. WTP is the maximum monetary amount that an individual
71
would pay to obtain a good.
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Appendix B – Survey Questionnaire
Providence Community Garden Survey

Fox Point Community Gardeners at
Gano and Power Streets, May 2008

Urban Environmental Lab Community Garden at
135 Angell Street, August 2008

The Providence Parks Department and Brown University are determining the value that residents
place on community gardens in our city. We respectfully request your assistance in answering
this questionnaire so that we can capture your opinions. Below are five questions: (1) a general
question; (2), (3) & (4) three community garden questions; and (5) a background question. The
responses to this questionnaire will be anonymous. Please feel free to contact with questions or
comments
Marie-Laure
Couët,
Brown
graduate
student,
at
email:
MarieLaure_Couet@Brown.edu, or at: 135 Angell Street, Box 1943, Providence, RI 02912.
(1) What would you like to see more of in Providence?
Rate your top three choices (1 = Most wanted):
__ Apartments
__ Affordable housing
__ Single-family housing
__ Community centers
__ Commercial (what type)
__ Parking

__ Community gardens
__ Day cares
__ Playgrounds
__ Skate parks
__ Other:

Please explain your preferences:

(2) Do you have a vegetable garden?
Please circle:

Yes, at home

Yes, at a community garden

No

(3) If there were a community garden in your neighborhood, what is the likelihood that you
would garden in it?
1 -------- 2 -------- 3 -------- 4 --------- 5 -------- 6 --------- 7 -------- 8 --------- 9 -------10
Definitely Not
Probably Not
Maybe Yes
Probably Yes
Definitely Yes
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a. Why would you garden in it?
Rate your top three reasons (1 = Most important):
__ To relax/feel healthy.
__ To eat locally.
__ To sell what I grow.
__ To teach my kids about food.
__ To feed myself/my family.

__ To socialize with the other gardeners.
__ To trade what I grow for other items.
__ To save money on food.
__ To eat organically.
__ Other:

b. Why wouldn’t you garden in it? Please explain:
(4) Providence has 25 community gardens. A community garden is land that is available to 20-40
people on a yearly first-come-first-served basis who want to grow plants in their own, personal
plot. A Providence community garden is usually 50’x100’ (~ size of a tennis court) and the fee
for a 4’x8’ personal plot of land (~ size of a twin mattress) can be anywhere from $0.00 to $50.00
per year. This fee pays for compost, signs, garden repairs and tools for the gardeners.
Given your current income, what is the most you’d be willing to pay to have a 4’x8’ garden
plot for the year in a community garden close to your home?
Please write your answer: $________

(5) Background information
We need this information to be sure that all groups are fairly represented
a. Your age:
b. Your gender (please circle one):

Male

Female

c. Your education (please circle the highest completed):
Middle school

High school

College

Graduate/Professional

d. Your yearly household income (please circle one):
Less than $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000

$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
$50,001 - $60,000

$60,001 - $70,000
$70,001 - $80,000
$80,001 or more

e. The Street where you live:

f. Comments:

Thank you very much for your participation in this survey! Please put this questionnaire in
the enclosed envelope and mail it as soon as you can.
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Appendix C – Survey Results: Providence Development
#

Desired for Providence: #1

Desired for Providence: #2

Desired for Providence: #3

Desired for Providence: Explanation

Do you vegetable garden?

1

community gardens

other: dog parks

skate parks

2

affordable housing

community gardens

playgrounds

3

other: better school performance

4

other: green space

community gardens

affordable housing

5

affordable housing

community centers

playgrounds

6

community gardens

playgrounds

7

commercial: small independent
merchants
affordable housing

playgrounds

single family housing

No

8

playgrounds

parking

9

playgrounds

parking

other: reduction on car property
tax
affordable housing

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
No

10

parking

11

other: Demonstration house
showing "green" construction and
sustainable energy use
community gardens

12

Yes, at home
Affordable structures & within which space
to be housed and to enjoy life & garden
would be a truly valuable public investment

Yes, at home

No
Yes, at home
Everybody needs affordable housing.
Yes, at a community garden
Community centers help build relationships,
playgrounds are good for kids & community
No

Insufficient parking on East Side - makes
no sense Pawtucket has overnight parking.

Yes, at home

community gardens

playgrounds

Yes, at a community garden

parking

other: community swimming
pool

No

13

community gardens

Housing is unaffordable for most people,
community gardens bring people together
as do community centers and playgrounds
Providence neighborhoods need more
centers for social capital.

other: jobs

Yes, at home

14

community centers

15

single family housing

playgrounds

day cares

No

16

single family housing

community gardens

parking

Yes, at home

17

single family housing

community gardens

community centers

No

18

community centers

community gardens

parking

Yes, at a community garden

19

community gardens

playgrounds

other: green space

Yes, at home

20

single family housing

parking

other: green space

No

21

parking

community gardens

playgrounds

No

22

affordable housing

community centers

parking

No

23

community gardens

parking

affordable housing

Yes, at home
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No

24

playgrounds

other: green space

community gardens

Outdoor space makes a healthy, vibrant
city trees are especially important along
streets

26

affordable housing

community centers

community gardens

27

affordable housing

community gardens

community centers

29

parking

community gardens

30

commercial: retail

single family housing

31

parking

other: walking paths

32

affordable housing

community centers

33

parking

other: upgrade of existing parks

34

parking

playgrounds

community centers

No

35

playgrounds

other: maintained parks

single family housing

No

36

other: dog parks

community gardens

parking

Yes, at home

37

parking

other: improved public schools

community gardens

38

apartments

39

affordable housing

parking

40

affordable housing

community gardens

41

community gardens

community centers

playgrounds

Yes, at home

42

apartments

affordable housing

community gardens

Yes, at home

43

community gardens

playgrounds

44

affordable housing

playgrounds

community gardens

45

community centers

affordable housing

single family housing

46

affordable housing

single family housing

community centers

No

47

affordable housing

community gardens

other: dog parks

Yes, at home

48

community gardens

skate parks

affordable housing

25

No

No
Yes, at home
(1) Too many people cannot find good,
affordable housing (2) community gardens
bring people together & promote healthy
lifestyles, (3) community centers keep kids
off the street

28

No

No
Yes, at home
parking

No
No

playgrounds

No
No

No
No

other: street signs, repaired
sidewalks & roads, snow removal
system upgraded
skate parks

No

I wish I could afford to buy a house here in
Prov. A community garden is wonderful to
have and my boys have to skate on the
street.

No

Yes, at home
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No
Young people and seniors need a center to
give them a place to socialize in a positive
manner with others.

Gardens bring people within a very local
neighborhood; skate parks provide a space
for young people to be physically active;
affordable housing for students and young
adults to get solid footing in this vibrant

No

No

city
49

community gardens

community centers

No

50

single family housing

affordable housing

skate parks

51

affordable housing

parking

skate parks

52

community centers

affordable housing

other: car-less roads

No

53

affordable housing

community gardens

community centers

No

54

commercial: waterfront
retaurants

No
I would prefer affordable condos in the PC
area, plenty of parking in the city and
plenty of green space for asthetics

No

No

55
56

Yes, at home
community gardens

57

other: co-housing, ecocommunity
other: dog parks

skate parks

No

community centers

community gardens

58

affordable housing

parking

community gardens

59
60

other: rehabilitation of vacant
buildings
parking

61

affordable housing

single family housing

parking

62

playgrounds

community gardens

community centers

Yes, at a community garden

63

affordable housing

community gardens

community centers

64

affordable housing

community gardens

community centers

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at a community garden

65

affordable housing

community centers

community gardens

66

parking

community gardens

playgrounds

67

community gardens

affordable housing

other: Fountains

68

community centers

affordable housing

community gardens

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at a community garden

69

playgrounds

affordable housing

parking

Yes, at a community garden

70

other: public transportation

affordable housing

community gardens

Yes, at a community garden

71

commercial

apartments

community gardens

Yes, at home

72

affordable housing

playgrounds

community gardens

Yes, at a community garden

73

community gardens

single family housing

day cares

Yes, at a community garden

74

community gardens

affordable housing

single family housing

Yes, at a community garden

75

community centers

playgrounds

affordable housing

Yes, at a community garden

76

affordable housing

community gardens

community centers

77

other: More Trees!

community gardens

parking

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at a community garden

Yes, at home
Want diversified/mixed neighborhoods with
green, open spaces.

No
Yes, at home
Yes, at home

Rent keep skyrocking
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Yes, at a community garden

78

community gardens

playgrounds

affordable housing

No

79

community gardens

playgrounds

affordable housing

80

community gardens

affordable housing

other: Green areas/parks

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at a community garden

81

affordable housing

community gardens

other

Yes, at a community garden

82

affordable housing

community gardens

community centers

Yes, at a community garden

83

other: Eliminate nuisance taxes

affordable housing

commercial

Yes, at a community garden

84

affordable housing

single family housing

community gardens

Yes, at a community garden

85

community gardens

playgrounds

Yes, at a community garden

86

affordable housing

community gardens

other: public park to throw
rotten tomatoes at spray paint
graffiti artists
parking

86

skate parks

community gardens

single family housing

Yes, at a community garden

87

affordable housing

community gardens

playgrounds

Yes, at a community garden

88

affordable housing

other: High quality public schools

community gardens

Yes, at a community garden

89

community gardens

playgrounds

other: parks or open space

Yes, at a community garden

90

other: parks!

parking

playgrounds

Yes, at a community garden

91

community gardens

day cares

commercial

92

affordable housing

community gardens

community centers

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at a community garden

93

community gardens

skate parks

affordable housing

94

affordable housing

community gardens

single family housing

95

affordable housing

community centers

community gardens

96

parking

community gardens

day cares

Yes, at a community garden

97

affordable housing

skate parks

community gardens

Yes, at a community garden

98

community centers

Yes, at a community garden

99

Yes, at a community garden

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
No

playgrounds

other: Green space with fields and community gardens
basketball courts
community gardens
skate parks

100

affordable housing

community gardens

community centers

Yes, at a community garden

101

community gardens

playgrounds

day cares

Yes, at a community garden

103

community gardens

affordable housing

community centers

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at a community garden

104

community gardens

day cares

playgrounds

105

parking

community gardens

community centers

106

skate parks

playgrounds

community gardens

102
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Yes, at a community garden

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at a community garden
Yes, at home AND at a
community garden

107

affordable housing

community gardens

playgrounds

Yes, at a community garden

108

Yes, at a community garden

109

community gardens

skate parks

110

community centers

playgrounds

community gardens

other

Yes, at a community garden

Yes, at a community garden

111

day cares

playgrounds

affordable housing

113

other: parks

community gardens

playgrounds

114

commercial

playgrounds

parking

115

community gardens

playgrounds

116

playgrounds

community gardens

other: Public Green and Open
Space - More Parks
other: Open spaces

Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at home AND at a
community garden
Yes, at a community garden

Appendix D – Survey Results: Community Gardening
#

1

Likelihood that you would
garden in a neighborhood
community garden
(10=Definitely Yes)?
7

2

3

3

3

4

2

5

Reason to Garden: #1

eat organic

Reason to Garden: #2

Reason to Garden: #3

relax

other: beautify
neighborhood

Why do you/would you NOT garden at a community garden?

Because I grow food at home
We have space to garden in our yard but we have taken advantage &
pleasure in community gardens in other cities
Time, gas to get to garden would polute more than what I would
grow would help environment.
I have my own garden; a double lot

eat local

feed family

6

teach kids

feed family

save money

6

2

eat local

eat organic

relax

7

1

8

8

relax

teach kids

feed family

9

5

eat local

relax

teach kids

10

1

11

10

12

9

13

10

14

8

If we have a garden in our own yard, we wouldn't need a community
garden. Also, plot size might not be big enough.
No time!
No time

Have my own garden, I utilize flower bed to plant vegetables etc.
relax

eat local

socialize

feed family

relax

eat organic

socialize

trade

relax

eat organic

eat local

teach kids
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Convenience - I'm used to having a garden in my yard. This is the
first time in many years I don't have one.
Distance. Lack of knowledge/guidance.

15

1

Not interested in gardening

16

1

I have my own garden at home

17

10

feed family

save money

socialize

18

5

save money

feed family

relax

19

1

20

3

21

5.5

22

1

23

I enjoy my own garden and like the solitude of working there alone!
Not appealing landscape
save money

eat organic

eat local

relax

eat organic

save money

location/travel/access

teach kids

eat organic

feed family

If I didn't, it would be because I don't know how to start

My age

24

8

25

1

I'm too old. (86)

26

1

Because I have a yard

27

10

28

3

29

5

30

2.5

31

2

32

5.5

33

1

I don't have interest or time

34

2

35

3

I have my own garden at home - mostly flowers, plants & herbs and
that's all I want to do
Too hot in the summer!

36

1

37

2

I would use my own yard

38

1

We tend our own garden

eat local

eat organic

relax

other: Not

Don't have the time to spare.

Not enough time, too little benefit to me
No time to garden. Also I have dogs.
relax

socialize

teach kids

teach kids

socialize

other: aesthetics

Inconvenient

39

5

40

10

eat local

eat organic

feed family

save money

teach kids

socialize

41

3

Have my own garden

42

4

Maybe it would be too far away to be convenient to garden, water,
shlep tools there.

43

8

44

1

I am too old! I am 84

45

1

Not a gardener. Too much work!
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46

1

47

6

feed family

eat local

socialize

Because I have my own.

48

9

eat local

feed family

socialize

49

1

50

5

51

3

52

4.5

teach kids

feed family

socialize

Don't find it calming soothing working hours 3-11 after work is hard,
before work is often too hot
Don't know how to garden

53

5

eat organic

trade

relax

Physical limitations

54

4

eat organic

55

2.5

56

10

no time;
feed family

save money

eat local

Time

save money

eat organic

eat local

57

4

socialize

relax

eat local

58

10

relax

eat organic

eat local

59

2

relax

60

2

Don't have time

61

socialize

save money

Plus I like taking care of ppl that don't water gardens.

62

teach kids

trade

feed family

63

eat organic

save money

socialize

64

relax

feed family

save money

65

eat organic

trade

eat local

66

feel family

socialize

67

other: Grow specific items
not easily found in
stores/mar
eat local

socialize

relax

68

relax

feed family

eat local

69

relax

feed family

trade

70

relax

eat local

save money

71

other: I grow better food
than I can buy

feed family

eat local

72

relax

eat local

eat organic

73

eat local

relax

feed family

74

socialize

eat local

eat organic

75

relax

feed family

other: I don't know
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76

relax

feed family

teach kids

77

feed family

eat local

save money

78

eat local

save money

socialize

79

eat local

eat organic

relax

80

eat local

relax

eat organic

81

save money

relax

feed family

82

relax

eat local

socialize

83

relax

sell

socialize

84

feed family

eat organic

socialize

85

relax

feed family

other: To get away from
my wife.

86

other: to connect with the
natural world; to see how
food
eat local

save money

relax

socialize

relax

86
87

relax

feed family

other

88

relax

socialize

eat local

89

eat local

eat organic

relax

90

other: its fun for me

relax

eat local

91

relax

feed family

socialize

92

eat organic

eat local

relax

93

relax

eat local

94

other: to get intimate w/
flowers, earth, soil, cycles
of
feed family

save money

eat local

95

eat local

save money

teach kids

96

save money

eat local

feed family

97

eat local

socialize

save money

98

trade

relax

eat local

99

teach kids

socialize

other: I don't know

100

relax

eat local

feed family

101

save money

eat local

eat organic

102
103

feed family

save money

eat local

104

feed family

eat organic

save money
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105

eat organic

eat local

relax

106

teach kids

eat organic

feed family

107

eat local

relax

socialize

110

teach kids

eat organic

relax

111

feed family

relax

eat local

113

eat organic

eat local

teach kids

114

relax

eat local

teach kids

115

eat local

teach kids

feed family

116

teach kids

eat organic

eat local

108
109

Appendix E – Survey Results: Contingent Valuation & Lippitt Park
#

WTP

1

50

2

50

3

4

WTA Explanation

Should there
be a
community
garden in
Lippitt Park?
Yes

5000

No

35

Yes

Lippitt Park Garden Explanation

Yes
40

Lippitt Park Alternative

I think the Providence Parks Dept. should build as many
Hmm hmm
as possible. It is psychologically healthy for communities
to garden. Helps save on food and is healthful.

Not good use of tax dollars

0

7
8

WTA

50

5
6

WTP Explanation

They are worthwhile everywhere

Yes
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In center of neighborhoods with multifamily housing, large apartment
complexes, where people don't have
land of their own - eg. Next to University
Heights

9

25

10

No

Have they discussed this at a community meeting? Too
much use of park - this would take away space used by
folks for yoga, ball playing etc.

Not sure

11

Yes

I would probably sign up for this garden

Yes, further away from traffic which
could dust vegetables with toxic
particles.

Yes

There aren't many places around here for gardening

What about the playground park on
Summit

Yes

I think the community garden at Lippitt should be bigger
because it would serve a very large area. If one is at
Lippitt up top of the Blvd, perhaps there could be another
down at the bottom of the Blvd. Kind of like Riverside
Park in NYC. It works there because people can walk to
their community garden.

Yes

I live near Lippitt, and distance is a deciding factor for
me!

12
13

20
50

14

120

15

0

16

Yes

17

200

18

100

See 5 explain

Near the river Seekonk

19
20

No

Not appealing landscape

Not near Blackstone Blvd

Yes

The more kids see how food is grown, where it comes
from, the better. Provides community.

Any little empty lot, especially the one in
front of MLK elementary school on Camp
Street

Yes

Only if there is enough demand in the area

I don't know

Not a good location, not attractive

Yes. Butler Hospital Swan Point area

21
22

Yes

23

25

24

50

25
26

50

27
28

50
0

29

0

To someone in need

Yes

30

0

Yes

31

25

No
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32

10

Yes

I just think it would be a good location

Not that I know of.

33

0

Yes

If people would use it

Don't know

34

0

No

Sessions St garden nearby I actually think it visually
distracts from area. Playground & children better use for
this area

Not where there is playground activity &
already used for other purposes

35

25

Maybe

Please see comments, below.

Any unkempt lot

36

0

Not interested

Yes

37

Yes

38

39

We don't such space No
- question too
theoretical and not
meaningful to me.
10

40
100

42

20

43

25

0

47

50

20

50

50

51

280

52

0

53

300

54

I think that there is a need for it

No

46

50

{Other places, not better places] At
Hope High School and maybe Nathan
Bishop

Yes

0

49

Where there is also parking space

Yes

Yes

48

Don't know.

Yes

44
45

The area should be maintained as it is - a park. It
currently is used intensively - parking along Blackstone
Blvd is limited. The Bike Path also gets in the way.

Yes
50

41

Good use of space

In exchange for
food + education

?

Yes

Great location - plenty of space there to establish a
50'x100' garden and to continue as a venue for all of the
current activities that take place there.

No

I'd rather have the open space.

Yes

50

84

Summit playground?

55
56

150

57

50

58

50

59

25

60
61

Yes

If enough support for it - location would be fine -

Yes

Lippitt Park is an underutilized resource, it is centrally
located and holds great potential for educating people
about sustainable food

Yes

would get more people to use Lippitt Park

Yes

For those who need it.

10

62

40

63

75

64

30

65

25

66

50

67

50

68

50

69

25

70

20

71

50

72

75

73

25

74

50

75

25

76

25

77

25

78

100

79

25

80

25

81

100

82

100

83

1000

85

Miriam Hospital's parking lot on 3rd St.
would be a good thing to dig up.

84

50

85

50

86

10000000
0
0

86
87

25

88

100

89

40

90

50

91

1000

92

50

93

25

94

25

95

75

96

20

97

25

98

15

99

0

100

400

101

100

102

25

103

0

104

40

105

50

106

50

107

40

108

20

109

10

110

50

111

50

113

50

114

20

86

115

100

116

50

Appendix F – Survey Results: Demographics
#

Age

Gender

Education

Income

Address

1

56

2

59

3
4

Comments

Both

College

$80,001 +

Chace Ave

I think it's a great idea.

Both

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Keene St.

Community Gardens are a way to improve both the city and the lives of those who live here
of every age. They add beauty, nutrition, and a growing source of learning.

50

Male

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Off Blackstone Blvd

53

Male

Graduate/Professional

$60,001-$70,000

Armington Ave.

5

42

Female

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Wayland Ave.

6

53

Male

College

7

70

Male

Graduate/Professional

8

52

Male

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

East Side

9

33

Female

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

University

10

58

Female

College

$30,001-$40,000

Chace Ave

11

60

Female

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Eleventh Street

12

62

Female

College

$80,001 +

Fifth St.

13

50

Female

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Colonial Road

14

38

Male

College

$80,001 +

Lauriston

15

47

Male

High School

$30,001-$40,000

Tyndall Ave

16

51

Female

College

$80,001 +

Cole Avenue

17

52

Female

$40,001-$50,000

Wood St. Prov.

18

27

Female

College

19

55

Male

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

I do not live in
Providence!! I work in
Providence!
Elmhurst Area

20

43

Female

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Mount Ave

Put investment into better schools
I would like to see the city retain some of the new land opening up from 195 relocation
project, and make it a park.

Alumni Ave.
$80,001 +

Doyle Ave

I would be happy to help with planning and construction for community gardens.

Hope you succeed!

87

21

57

Female

High School

22

79

Female

High School

23

58

Female

Graduate/Professional

24

38

Female

25

86

Female

26

48

Male

27

63

28

33

29

50

Female

30

59

Male

31

47

Female

32

60

Female

33

58

Male

34

59

35

59

36

64

Male

37

52

Female

38

81

Male

39

60

Female

$50,001-$60,000

Near Brown Stadium.
Between Sessions and
Rochambeau. Between
Morris and Blackstone
Blvd.

40

39

Female

$40,001-$50,000

8th St

41

54

Female

$80,001 +

42

65

Female

43

40

Female

44

84

45

$20,001-$30,000

Douglas Ave.

Son muy bonitos y embellecen la ciudad pero hay muy pocos

Lancaster St
$40,001-$50,000

Washington St.

$80,001 +

Burtington St.

Brookline, MA is known for its trees because the city plants trees on streets everywhere not just where residents request Providence could be a great city. I've always wanted to see
the RI-10/I-95 interchange near mall turned into an outdoor art sculpture of park. The lines
of the highways are fascinating - just needs colors/landscaping/RISD influence.

$30,001-$40,000

Burlington St.

$50,001-$60,000

Rochambeau Ave.

Female

$50,001-$60,000

Boylston Ave.

Female

$20,001-$30,000

Newark St

$80,001 +

Summit neighborhood

$80,001 +

Woodland Terrace

$40,001-$50,000

5th

College

Graduate/Professional

$10,001-$20,000

Camp St

$80,001 +

Wayland Ave

Female

$70,001-$80,000

Bevelin Rd

Female

$70,001-$80,000

Vassar

$80,001 +

Blackstone Blvd.

$80,001 +

Clarendon Ave

Male
Female

Graduate/Professional

Graduate/Professional

I love the idea of a community garden & I would probably want one if I lived in an apartment
of condo
Thank you.

Lippitt Hill Park should have a meeting area for adults such as a pagoda.

Care should be taken in all gardens that the plots are kept neat & orderly, and vegetables
waste is securely contained to avoid attracting pests (rodents, etc.)

Graduate/Professional

Community gardens are a good idea. But they should not compete with the limited open
space that exists on the East Side. General use of open space should not be limited in whole
or in part to a single use.

Elmhurst
Off Hope St. near Miriam

$80,001 +
College

Forest St.

$60,001-$70,000

Slater Ave.

$80,001 +

Alfred Stone Rd.

Good luck with your project
Brings rodents & pest. Community gardens are not attractive. Definitely would not like to
see one on Blackstone Blvd.

88

46

$80,001 +

Prov. - Elmhurst Section

47

56

Female

Male

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Brown Stadium Area

48

26

Female

$30,001-$40,000

Fremont

49

45

Male

$80,001 +

10th

50

45

Female

51

40

Male

52

47

53

40

Female

54

34

Male

55

81

Female

56

43

Female

57

47

Female

58

41

Male

59

41

60
61

Graduate/Professional

$20,001-$30,000

Admiral st.

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Ansel Avenue

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Please make information about community gardens more well known [I.e. post in
Eastside/Providence Monthly; ProJo etc.]
thanks for asking. I love the idea

I am not a gardener but I always admired the public gardens in Boston and many of my
friends made use of them.

8th St.
Ophelia St.

Graduate/Professional

$80,001 +

Doyle Ave

$40,001-$50,000

Highland Ave

Proximity & convenience would be 2 determining factors for me.

$80,001 +

Angell St.

$50,001-$60,000

Pallas St. Federal Hill

Female

$80,001 +

Alfred Stone

61

Female

$10,001-$20,000

13

Female

College

Sargent Ave
Pierce St., Pewt. R.J.

62

$70,001-$80,000

63

$70,001-$80,000

64

$60,001-$70,000

65

$50,001-$60,000

66

$60,001-$70,000

67

$30,001-$40,000

68

$30,001-$40,000

69

$40,001-$50,000

70

$30,001-$40,000

71

$80,001 +

72

$10,001-$20,000

73

$10,001-$20,000

74

$10,001-$20,000

75

89

Want more green/open spaces.

76

$80,001 +

77

$60,001-$70,000

78

$30,001-$40,000

79

$30,001-$40,000

80

$60,001-$70,000

81

<$10,000

82

$30,001-$40,000

83

$60,001-$70,000

84

$60,001-$70,000

85

$80,001 +

86

$80,001 +

86

$70,001-$80,000

87

$20,001-$30,000

88

$80,001 +

89

$80,001 +

90

$20,001-$30,000

91

$50,001-$60,000

92

$80,001 +

93

$70,001-$80,000

94

$10,001-$20,000

95

$80,001 +

96

$80,001 +

97

$20,001-$30,000

98

$30,001-$40,000

99

$60,001-$70,000

100

$80,001 +

101

<$10,000

102

$30,001-$40,000

103

$20,001-$30,000

104

$50,001-$60,000

105

$80,001 +

90

106

$80,001 +

107

$80,001 +

108

$60,001-$70,000

109

<$10,000

110

$80,001 +

111

$80,001 +

113

$80,001 +

114

$80,001 +

115

$40,001-$50,000

116

$80,001 +
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